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AIRCRAFT OF TODAY

U S. OEARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION & WELFARE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

EDUCATION
THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN REPRO
OUCED EXACTLY AS RECEIVED FROM
THE PERSON OR ORGANIZATION ORIGIN
ATING IT POINTS OF VIEW OR OPINIONS
STATED DO NOT NECESSARILY RERE
SENT OFFICIAL NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
EDUCATION POSITION OR POLICY

PHASE I FROM GOONEY BIRD TO GALAXY

This phase provides a historical approach to the field
of military air transport, from the Douglas DC-3 or

Cr C-47 down to today's mammoth Lockheed C-5 Galaxy. Through
c\I this means, an attempt is made to arouse student interest

in the values of functional aircraft design'. Various
r--1 aircraft are described and the functions and roles of
I-1 each discussed in some detail. The concept of functional
r---4 design is reinforced in the new revision by addition of
CD a section on "performance and trade-offs."

W
1. PHASE I OBJECTIVES Each student should:

i

a. Be familiar with the history of the C-47 and its
advantages for transport duty.

b. Know in terms of payload, performance, and special
uses some of the current military transports.

c. Understand the principle of "payload" as it applies
to military and commercial aircraft.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES - Each student,should be able to:

a. Identify at least three characteristics which made
the C-47 an effective transport during its long
history of serGice.

b. Compare the payloads of at least four modern military
transport aircraft with the C-47.

c., Explain the civilian and military definition of the
term "payload."

TEXTBOOK OUTLINE:

a. The C-47 Gooney Bird
(1) First impact as airliner
(2) Career. as military transport

(a) During WW II
(b) Varied uses in modern times

(3) Characteristics
b. Postwar military air transport
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(1) Some interim deSiirr
(a) C-119 Flying7Boxcar
(b) C-124 Globemaster ow"
(c) C-133 Cargomaster
(d) CL-44
(e) Guppy series
(f) C-123 Provider

j
(g) C-130 Herc les

(2) The Big Jets of the Military Airlift Command
(a) C-135 Str tolif ter
(b) C-141 St5rlifter e.....

(c) C-5A Galaxy
c. Performance and "trade offs"

(1) In aircraft design
(2) In flight planning

d. Definition.of "payload"
(1) Commercial
(2) General aviation
(3) Military

4. ORIENTATION:

a. Your first few classes are probably the most important.
student contact periods ofall your years of teaching
Aerospace Education. A dynamic, highly-motivational
beginning is a must if you want toavoid losing student
interest. The students' first impressions of the course
and particularly of you as instructor and real-life
person hang on the slender thread of what you say and
what you do these first few hours. So- treat each
student as a partner in this serious business of
cooperative learning. Let each youngster in your
class know that you have a sincere interest in his
success and in his personal and social needs ancA take
the time to let him know what the course is .all about,
what he will see, and what will be expected of him:.
It may be worth your while to spend your first class
period in a motivational discussion that will answer
the students' questions, put them at ease with you,
and develop feeling within each student's mind that
he picked a winner when he signed up for Aerospace
Education.

b. You may wonder why this unit begins by talking about
a specific aircraft type instead of more basic concepts
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such as the principles of flight and basic aircraft parts
(the subjects of Phases II and III). Writers since
ancient times have felt that the best way to begin a
stdry or play is in medias res--"in the middle of
things"-=then go back and explain, if necessary, what
took place earlier The same principle can apply to
a course of instruction. Students, like audiences
prefer to be "drawn in" to a subject. Before Chapter I
ends, the student should be drawn from the specifics of
transport airplanes to more basic concept07-functional
design, "trade-offs". to achieve functional design, and
payload. Perhaps this will make him more receptive to
the still more basic concepts of the phases that follow.

5, SUGGESTED KEY POINTS:

a. Since the mid05.930's the Douglas 1)C-3
Skytrain or C-47 Gooney Bird has had
a career of deOendAble.service down to
the present day.

*(J-77) pp 396-403 (1) The earliest commercial DC-3s
***(J-78) entire book carried 21 passengers and cruised

111
at 170 mph. They were the ultimate
in size, speed, and luxury for their
day. More than any other single
model of commercial airplane, they
revolutionized aviation by getting
the traveling public accustomed
to air travel.

*(J-11) pp 57-60
76-77, 81, 83,
88-89, 105-109

(2) As the C-47, the airplane` also made
history as a military transport in
World War II, the-Berlin airlift,
and in numerous special tasks since
then.

(3) Despite lack of speed and payload
capacity, compared to modern cargo
airplanes, old Gooney Birft keep
flying because of their high-lift
characteristics .(due in great
measure to a long wingspan), short
takeoff abilities, and exceptional
ruggedness and dependability.

b. During and since WWII we have had a
steady stream of new and. improved trans-
port airplanes, in the Air Force or

-serving Government missions.
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(1) The C-119 was the first airplane
designed as a military cargo plane,
not an adaptation of a passenger
airliner. It has a low -slung
fuselage for easier loading, unload-
ing and parachute exit, but still has
the disadvantage of side-door loading.

(2) Giant reciprocating-engine and turbo-
prop,transports include the C-124
Globemaster, C-133 Cargomaster, CL -44
(Canadian), and the Guppy series
flying missiles and boosters for
NASA. All feature not only great
interior volume but also large special
door designi such as clamshell (C-124),
rear ramp (C-133), swing tail (CL-44
and "Pregnant Guppy"), and swing
nose ("Super Guppy").

(3). Medium-sized transports capable
of negotiating short, rough landing
fields and also equipped with rear-
ramp loading are highly useful as
tactical transports, serving the
Army in 'and near battle4zones. The
C-123 Provider has seen much service
in Vietnam as has the larger C-130
Hercules. These can unload by
parachute extraction without landing.
The C-130E, with extra fuel capacity,
has long-distance capability.
.

C. Vfthin the past decade, overseas US
military 'airlift, the mission of the
Military Airlift Command, has been almost
completely converted to larqe. jet aircraft.

(1) The C-135 Stratolifter, patterned
after thecpmmerciaL Boeing 707,
served as interim general airlifter
and still serves 'in specia jobs
such as the KC-135 tanker and the
EC-135 command ship.

(2) The C-141 Starlifter has become
the backbone of the MAC gbbal

1-4
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* (J-13) pp 82-113

* (J-13) pp 82-88
* (J-89) pp 48-50

(3 )

airlift fleet. It is a 500
mph turbofan with a low-slung
re*-loading fuselage like that
of the C-130.

Newest and largest US milit
airlifter, largest airpla in
thevorld, is the Lockhee C-5
Galaxy, which weighs '728,000

' pounds fully loaded and can
carry 265,000 pounds.a distance
of 2,875 miles or 100,000 pounds
over 6,325 miles. Teaming with
the C-141, a fleet of C-5s
could airlift a whole army
division to any point on the
globe in a few days' time. The
C-5 .is a 500 mph jet with both
front and rear loading ramps.

d. What should be'obvious from the
descriptions of different transport
aircraft is that improvements in
aircraft design can only be "improve-
ments" for a given. purpose and are
often achieved at the expense of
reducing some other capapility--
such.as sacrificing speed for
payload capacity or,vice versa.
This is the principle'sof the "trade-
off" (familiar to all fields of design
engineering as well as aviation).

e. A definition of "payload" (boxed on
page 17 of the textbook) in,bot1C
commercial, general aviation, and
military aviation, is desirable for
understanding of other principles
discussed in this chapter.

6, SOG ESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

a. Suggested time
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Number of Academic
Periods per Week

Recommended Nuffiber of Periods
for This Phase,'

. . .

2 ,

1 2 3 4 5 -.6

x

-tt,
3 . x

.

4 ' x

.
.

b. Pictures and models to stimu ate, interest and questions
should be available. A model bgi/ding project is,:p.,
another way of beginning with a high level of interest.

. It is best to start this project a week ahead of timg
and end it on the day you start the phase. Whatever
the method of showing the class.a given aircraft type--
61odels, slides, or flat pictures - -an old-fashioned
session on aircraft recognition might be.diverting.'
Flash the image before the class briefly to'sqe who can
be first to identify the aircraft. But remember that
aircraft recognition alone is,of little value in terms
of the purposes of this-unit. When a student can

. quickly distinguish between, for example, a C-119 and
a C-123, then it is time to be sure that he. knows the
reasons why a C-123 looks different fromia C-119. An ..

insight into the, principles of functional design it -'

provided insuch-a way.

c. Comparison of large transport aircraft payloads with
those of surface transportation will be constructive.
Ships, trains, trucks, and river barges still move more
goods cheaper, but airlift grows steadily more competitive.

d. The Concept of functional design and the,"trade offs"
by which one capability is reduced for the sake of

4 improving another is introduced here, but the student
is not ready for technicalitie yet. Latest on he will
learn, for example, that aspe ratio, camber, and
sweepback of wings are relate to the problem OT speed
versus lift. Here he need'Only be generally aware that
rffe-Fgis a conflict in speed versus lift or speed versus
shorter takeoff'capability.

1-6
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e. Student assignment: Read pages 1-37.

7. INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS:

a. SLIDES: .

(1) SVA-20 Evolution in Airlift, C-5A'

(2) SVA-22 USAF Aircraft

b. FILMS: 0

(1) FR 764 Impact ofIthe C-5A on Logistics/ 22 min.;
B&W, 1967

(2) SFP 1768 C -5 G'alaxy, 28 min.! Color, .1969

. (3) SFP 1797 The Indispensables: 1kC-135. Air Refueling,
24 min., Color, 1970

(4) TF 6350 C-47 Armed, Transport, 10 min., Color, 1970.

c. Aircraft models such as Plastic mgdels. by Revel.

d. Pictures and chartg of,aircraft, trains, trucks, and
ships showing load carrying capacity.

8. PROJECTS:

Model aircraft balding contest. .Pictured andaircraft
models for.rooth

FURTHER READING:
4

a. Taylor, John W..R. (Ed.Y Jane's All the Wokld's
Aircraft, 1971-72.1 New York: McCraw-Hill. 1971
(or latest available editiOni' back numbers also
useful for descriptions of older than currently
manufactUred aircraft).

b. Clines; Carrpll V., and Mosely, Wendell F. The DC-3,
The Story of a Fabulous Airplane. New York: J. B.
Lippincott Co. 1965.

c. Check your school and community libraries.

ce3
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PHASE .II - SOME BASIC PRINCIPLES OF FLIGHT

This phase introduces simple, nontechnical aerodynamic
principles related to -flight and 'demonstrates how these

principles relate to the functional design of aircraft.

In the current revision, the discussion advances into
certain aircraft performance factors and what they mean,
introducing. such concepts as cruising speed and service

ceiling, and the special terminology applying to supersonic

flight.

1. PHASE II OBJECTIVES - Each student' should:

a. Know four forces that act upon an aircraft moving
through the air.

b. Be familiar with the parts of an aircraft designed to
react against air.

c. Be familiar with some of the principles of streamlining.

d. Know the meaning of ':maximum cruis nag speed" and

'service ceiling."

2. BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
Each student Should be able to:

(s"

a. Define at least-Eftree forces that act upon an object

in flight.
4

b. Identify the functions of two different airfoils.

c. Identify at least three different methods utilized

in streamlining portions of a, modern aircraft..

d. - Define the terms cruising speed and service ceiling.

TEXTBOOK OUTLINE:

.a. Thrust, weight, drag, and lift
(1) Thrust. -any force that moves An object thrbugh 4

.
air or space '

(2) Drag--any force opposing thrust, more specifically,
air pressure in front and-partial vacuum behind

(3) Weight--effect of gravity 1

(4) Ioit--upward force produced by action against

airfoils A
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(5) Need for balance of the forces
(6) Relation to trade-off in aircraft design

b. Airfoils and aerodynamic forceS4 ,

(1) Wings fOr lift' ,

.(2) Smaller airfoils for control
(3) All operate by Newtonian ptinciple of reaction
(4) Airspeed related to relative wind
(5) Lift according to Bernoulli'.s Law
(6) Drag and principles of streamlining

(a)' Essential teardrop shape
(b) Value of eliminating external structures
(c) Special problems of high speed light

c: Aircraft performance factors
-(1) Cruising speed, 75 percent or less of available %,

horsepower
(2)) Ceiling and high-altitude performance

(a) Value of high ceiling
(b) Engine factors
(c) Human factors (breatriing equipment)

ORIENTATION:

After a first phase which'plunges directly into a discussioh
of aircraft by types, this phase backtracks into basic
concepts. It concerns the laws of aerodynamics that apply
to all objects that'move through the air. It should be
used only as'an introduction, because this subject is .

covered in more detail in AE-II. In this context Of this
unit, however, the introduction is not so much to' a
further study of aerodynamics-as to a further study of
aircraft types. Familiarity with the terminology and
principles given here will make the

more
of aircraft

types, both civil and military, more meaningful to the
student. That is.why a, nca section on aire±aft performancel
factors has beeni added. In a later 'chapter, for example,
the student will learn that two almost-identical general
aviation aircraft can differ greatly in price because
one has turbosupercharged engines and a cabin oxygen
system, which the other lacks. Here the meaning of high-
altitude capability per se is explained.

5, SUGGESTED KEY POINTS':

a. There are four forces Which act upon
an object moving through the air.

1-9
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To put it simply, these are four
directions--forward, backward; up,
and down;' more technically,, respectively- -
thrust, drag, lift, and weight (or
gravity). 1

(1) We have deliberately chosen a
baseball as an example rather than
-one`with airfoil surfaces, to make
the point that all objects moving .

through air aregaject.to these
forces, not merely those designed
to take advantage of them.'

(2) The four forces compensate for each
other. It is wrong to think.of
thrust and lift as aiding flight
and drag and gravity As opposing it.
The four forces in balance keep an
aircraft flying straight and
level, at a"constant rate of speed.

b. The parts of an aircraft'designed to
react against the forces of air (aero-
dynamic for6es) are 'called airfoils- -
flat but gently curved surfaces, both
fixed and movable, 'that provip.the
,lift, stability, and control necessary,
for flight.

(1) Airfoils work on the NeWtonian
principle that for every action
there is an equal and opposite
reaction. The powerful rush of
"relative wind" is needed to react
against an airplane's airfoils.
(Yet the gentle relative wind en-

.
countered by kites, gliders,'and
birds is also effective.)

(2) Because of the importance of undet-
standing the effect of relative wind,
it is also important to understand
the concept of airspeed--the speed
of an aircraft relative to air and
the direction the latter is moving,
not relative to the ground, which
is groundspeed.

I-10
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(a) Airspeed is a measure not only
of movement but of aerodynamic
forces acting on an aircraft.

(b) The Air Force prefers to measure
airspeed in nautical miles per
hour or "knots." Supersonic
speeds are calculated in mach
numbers (see box in text, p. 24,
for other terms related to
supersonic flight).

(3) Another very basic concept of
aerodynamics is that of Bernoulli's
Law--the faster_ the flow of a fluid,
the lower its pressure. Wind flows
faster over the curved upper surface
of a wing than over its flat under
surface, hence creating the'timal
effect of vacuum from above and
impact pressure from below, both
producing lift.

(4) Angle attack is the'angle of the.
wing wi with respectto relative wind.
Another mponent of lift is the
thrust of an aircraft engine aimed
upward.

(5) The first rinciple of streamlining
is that th legs surface an object
1.14s to oppose Mbvement through a
fluid, the more easily a body moves.

(aJ ) Aerodynamic design must compromise
between keeping forms slender
and permitting them enough bulk
to function'as airfoils. or
carriers. The teardrop shape
is. the most basic of such com-
promises.

(b) External structures such as
'struts, landing gear; exposed
engines, etc. are permissible
on light, low- performance air-
craft but must be enclosed within ,'

streamlined pods or fairings or
retracted entirely within the

.fuselage in higher-performance
aircraft.

"A: 2
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(c) In high speed jets, little
things count. Rivet heads
must be flushed; surfaces
highly polished; heat-resistagt
metals used.

c. In considering descriptions of aircraft.
as presented later in this unit, certa0
aircraft performance factors and standards

4 must be understood. TwO which-can be
,explained at this point are cruising
speed and ceiling.

1

(1) Cruising speeds are those.speeds
at which an aircraft flies with 4

reasonable efficiency. Maximum
cruising speed is that speed t

which the aircraft engine us
abut 75. percent og availab
horsepower.

(2) An aircraft's absolute ceiling is
the highest altitude at whiclitit

\ can fly at all. Its service ceiling
A is the highest at 'which it can climb

still higher, at a rate of 100 feet
per minute. Three main factors
govern the height of an aircraft
cbiling.,

. -Aerodynamic design of the
aircraft.

(b) Engine type and power--since
engine breathes air.

(*c) Whether or not the aircraft
has oxygen breathing apparatus
or cabin pr'ssurization to
permit human occupants to

, breathe at high altitudes.

1/-12
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6, SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

t

a. Suggested time

INU.1111JCI. Ul CIA.QU=1111 zw%.vauticfluclA VILLUUJCL yr. rcL.Loub

for Each PhasePeriods per Week
A 2 3 4 5 6

2

3 , x

4 x

. .

b. Although aerodynagiics is a big subject, and the
smattering offered ere hardly scratches the surface,
a deeper penetratib is not advised at this point.
Keep-the discussion oriented toward the applicatiOn
of aerodynamic principles to the design of aircraft.
This subject will get fuller treatment in forthcoming

. phases of this uniteinot to mention AE II. Keep it
simple. V ..*

c. This material lends,itself very well to lecture-
discussion. After a-lecture on the four forces
affecting flight and,their action on control surfaces,
hopefully questions will arise spontaneously. If not,
the teacher should devise his own questions to bring
out the principles of flight.

d. This didcussion lends itself to simple demonstrations.
Those described in "Things to Do" on page 31 of the
text can be accomplished with no more elaborate props
than.a few pieces of paper. Lightweight tissue, such
as is used fo# typing carbons, works better than
heavier grade paper for demonstrations 1 and 2. A
heavier grade is preferred for paper airplanes. If
more advanced or substantial models are to be used,
try to mitiVate students to supply them. Some can
make wooderi gliders; others may own radi-controlled
model airplanes.

e. In setting forth principles of streamlining, remembr
that these principles apply to cars, boats, and other



vehicles with which the student may be more familiar
then with airplanes. Transfer from the familiar to
the unfamiliar wherever possible.

1f. Student assignment: Read pa s 19-31.

7, INSTRUCTIAAL AIDS:

a. FILMS: 191 FTA Basic Aircraft Control, 7 min, B&W, 1961.

b. OVERHEAD PROJECTOR TRANSPARENCIES:

(1) T-2 C-1, Gravity.

(2) A -4, Wing Structure.

(3) T-4 B-2, Tail Structure.

(4) T-5 A-6, Lift.

c. Models at discretion of instructor.

d. Paper airplane to demonstrate principles o'f flight.

8, PROJECTS:

Paper, wooden, or
The winner is the
basic forces that

FURTHER READING:

plastic aircraft model const tion conest.
student whose design best 0.6 nstrates &he
act upon an object in fligh .

Check your school and community libraries:

1-14
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PHASE.III BASIC AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE, PARTS, AND SYSTErS

This phase acquaints the student with the structural com-

ponents, control systems, and instruments that are common

to most types of aircraft. First, it identifies the major

parts of an airplane and explains their position and func-

tion. Next, in a section that receives strong emphasis, it

compares wing designs an explains the functional purpose of

the designs. Hydraulic systems, electric power, and instru-

ments and their functions are then treated.

PHASE III OBJECTIVES - 'Each student should:

a. Be familiar with the major structural parts of an

aircraft.

b. Know the relationship between wing design

performance.

c. Understand some of the main uses of the hyd
electrical systems of an aircraft.

d. Understand the flight control instruments used on

aircraft.

0 2, BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES - Each student should be able to:

a. Identify and locate at least ten of the main structural

parts of a fixed-wing aircraft.

aircraft

aulic and

b. Describe at least two wing shapes and explain howithey

affect aircraft performance.

c. Discuss at least two uses of electrical and'hydraulic

power in aircraft operations.

d. Give examples of the use of at least three aircraft

instruments.

3, TEXTBOOK OUTLIi.:E:

a. Major Parts of an Airplane:
(1) Miscellaneous (all parts other than flight-control

airfoils) :

(a) Propeller.
(b) Engine Cowl (or nacelle)..
(c) Firewall.
(d) Landing gear.
(e) Wing Struts.
(f) Wings (see below).
(g) Fuselage

ti
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(2) Flight Conttol,,Airfoils:
(a) Ailerons.
(b) Empennage (including horizontal and vertical

stabilizers, rudder, and elevators).
(c) Auxiliary flight-control members (including

landing flaps, trim tabs, spoilers, and

speedbrakes).
(3) Wings:

(a) Nature of crop-duster's wings--high aSPect

ratio.
(b) Nature of supersonic wings--sweepback, low

aspect ratio.
(c) Wing design terms and factors--chord, camber,

sWeepback, aspect ratio.
(d) The variable-sweep wing--F-111 and other

airplanes.
(e) The transonic zone and the supercritical wing- -

"critical mach," sound barrier (a new section

in this revision).
(4) Cohtrol Systems and Instruments:

(a) Hydraulic pressure.
(b) Electric power.
(c) Aircraft instruments.

4. ORIENTATION.

a. This phase continues a general introduction_ to the air-

;craft, this time looking at its component parts. It follows

rivery closely the theme of the preceding phase, especially

in its discussions of airfoils and wings, which act
acco4rding to the principles of flight previously djscusSed.

This phase can be used as an introduction to material that

will be covered in detail in AE-II. One more phase, on

motors or propulsion units, will complete the orientation

needed for further description of aircraft types.

5, SUGGESTED KEY POINTS:

**(J-47) Chap 6 a. An "exploded" diagram ,f a simple light

***(J-13) PP airplane (textbook Fig. 15, p. 34) can serve

82-106 the purpoSe of identifying the major parts

*(J-118) PP- of all airplane's, 'even 'advanced, jets which

139-174 bear little resemblance to the picture.

***(J-156)
Chaps 4 and 5

h. The category'"miscellaneous" can be used to
include all parts of an airplane other than
fiight-control airfoils and wings. These

include:

I-16"
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(1) Propeller (further discussed in next
phase).

(2) Engine Cowl in front and firewall
behind, housing the engine in a for-
ward position on a tfpical single-
engine airplane. Engines of multi-
engine Airplanes are housed in-
"nacelles."

(3) Landing gear to provide means of landing
or takeoff run and absorb shock of touch-
down. These are retractable on higher-
performance aircraft. A

(4) Wing struts--external supports for wings,
found only on light, lower-performance
airplanes.

(5) Fuselage, main body of the aircraft.
TJie three basic types of construction
are truss, using a framework of tubes
or bars; monocoque, depending on outer
shell or stressed-skin; and semi-
monocoque, in which the stressed skin

-`is reinforced by longerons, stringers,
and bulkleads, etc.

c. Flight control airfoils serve to change or
stabilize the attitude of an aircraft in
flight. (In aerodynamic flight, a change,
of attitude means a change in direction oft

flight. This point is not made-in this unit,
but instructor should be aware of it; in

1*(J-156) PP 14-15' space fright, attitude can be'independent

p.
of direction. Do not mention this confusing
fact unlessa'stullent brings it'up.).

',.(1) Ailerons, on trailing edges of wings,
'provide a means of turning.

(2) Other flight control airfoils are
usually grouped on the tail assembly

/. 'or "empennage." These include:
(a) Horizontal and vertical stabilizers.
(b) Rudder to provide coordinatiod4

during a turn.
(c) -Elevators are the main climb and

descent airfoils.
A

(d) Other flight control, airfoils or
Combinations, not necessarily
located on the.empennage, can
serve thesame functions as the

, .6.bove. For example: ailerons on
'delta wings also functioning as

v 1-17
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elevators jelevons),, butterfly
empennage in which elevator and

rudder functions are combined;

stabilators coMbining stabilizers

and elevators.
(3) Auxiliary flight-control members include

landing flaps, trim tabs, spoilers and

ddcasionally speedbrakers.

d. Modern aircraft reflect the wide variety of

their, functions in the variety of shapes of

their wings.
Al The crop duster must.fly slowly at low

***(J-156) PP6(
altitude and needs the utmost in lift

44-45, 763-7 5 for the sake of control. Its wing

design deliberately strives for, high

lift and slow speed-maximum use of

Bernoulli effect. Therefore, the wings

are long and straight, and have thick

camber (see'below).
(2) Interceptor and'other fighter-type air-

: craft,. to achieve supersonic speed,

have stubby or delta-shaped wings with

low aspect ratio.
(3 Terms to understand for an understanding -

of wing design include:,
(a) Chord--cross,,sectional measurement

front to°rear. A tapering wing has
a mean chord.

(b) Camber--ratio between chord,and
measurement of upper surface,
reflecting amount of curve or bulge

in a wing.
(c) Sweepback--bapkward slant of a wing,

another. streamlining factor decreas-
ing both drag and lift.

(d) Aspect ratio--ratio between square
Of wingspan and area of wing. -Long,

narroWwings have a high aspect ratio

(and high lift).

(4) Wing design providef!the most striking''
example of the principle of "trade off"
discussed in Phase 1.

(5) The variable-sweep wing is designed 4.o
provide one aircraft with both slow
takeoff-and-landing and supersonic in-

flight by changing the positions of the

wings from straight out to full s4eep-

back.
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**(J-13) PP 18514233.
".(J -118) PP 244-280
*0,',*(J,156) Pt 144-1%5

(a) The Air Force's F-111 and FB-111
employ this deSign concept.

(b) The SoViet6 have also developed
song -wing fighters, as have the
French (mirage G). A West
European fighter with this featUre
is .wider development. The Navy's
carrier-borne F-14 fighter also
has tr4ng'wings.

(6) ,Another new.concept in wing design is
the sUpercri\tical wing, under deirelop-
ment-by NASA\ It is designed ,to ease
the transitidn from subsonic to super-
sonic flight by reducing behind-the-
wing turbulenbe. A flat wing top with
a downward burve at the rear is the
main feature of this design. (Tills

Subject is.new in the current revision.)

Control systems and instruments, along with
the hydraulic and electric power systems that
operate them, are other essential systems in c

aircraft. .

(1) Hydraulic principles are based on
B e Pascal's discoveries on the
e fec of liquid pressure and how its
forCe can be multiplied. In aircraft,,
this permits'operation of movable air-
foils and other Controls by human .-
muscle against', the force of relative
wind.

(2) Elebtribity produced by engine driven
generators can also assist the pilot of
operating controls, sometimes in conjunc-
tion with hydraulic systems. Other uses
of electric power apply to engine opera-
'tion ands instruments:

.(3) Depending upon the size ,or complexity of'
an aircraft instruments can be few or
many. Instruments can be used to indi-
cate engine conditions, flight condi-
tions, oras a means of'guidance of
navigation. If they operate'by trav-
mitting or receiving automatic signarS,
they are called avionics.

I-19
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SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHIA:

a, Suggested time:

Number or Acaaemic
Periods Per Week

Eecommeneea
f

Number or Periods
r Each Phase .,

a 2 3 4 1 5 6

2 x

.
3 x

. .

4 l' x .

,

,

b. The students cpn 'attain the learning objective of this
phase through a guided discussion. Many of them will be
faMiliar, to a degree, with aircraft structure and parts
and probably to a lesser degree with the hydraulic and
electric systems and 4rcraft instruments. The discus-
sion could llad from the less complicated light general
aviation airplane like the Piper Cub or Comanche to the
latest jet aircraft. Emphasize baSic resemblances between
these aircraft rather than differences. A model with
movable controls would be helpful. Another possibilitl,
wpuld be a large and clear chart or exploded.diagram
similar to Fig. 15 in the textbook but with the parts
,unlabeled. If such is not available, you can draw one
orhave a student with artistic ability draw one, on the
chalkboard,-or with "Magic Marker'} on a large sheet of
paper. This unlabeled diagram could be the basis of a
fast oral part-recognition, similar to aircraft-
recognitiori, session.

c. The comparison in the text between automobile, instruments
and aircraft instruments is good and can be elaborated on
so that the student may gain a sound understanding of the
importance of aircraft instruments to safe' and efficient
flight.

d. Student assignment: Read Pages 33-51.

7, sINSTRUCTIONAL NI/S:

a. TRANSPARENCIES:

\(1) T-1 Airplane Components.

(2 T-3 Wing Structure.

(3) Tail Structure.
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(4) T-8 Airplane Roll, Pitch, and Yaw Axes.

(5) T-9 Operation of Elevators'.

(6) T-10 Pilot Static Sydtem.'

(7) T-11 Flight Instruments.

b. FILMS:

(1) Tr 5688, RF -4C Familiarization, 14 min, color, 1966.

(2) SFP 1590, The F-111, 15, minc color, 1966.

(3) FR 982, B-52 Flaps Up Landing, 10 min, color, 1968.

8, PROJECTS:

Select a student or perhaps a group of students and have them
make a study of the changing shape of aircraft wings from the
Wright Brothers to the present time. Study should include
reasons for changes,' pictures, and diagrams.

9. .FURTHER READING:

John W. R. Taylor, (ed.), Jane's All the World's P4rcraft,
New York:. McGraw-Hill, latest available edition.'

CheOk your school and community library.



-PHASE IV - PROPULSION UNITS

This phase is an extension of the preceding phase.
After considering the other '-components .of an aircraft,

the student now turns to thpklighly important component,'

the power unit--what makes it go--certailly deserving,
of separate treatment. Before specific ,engine types

are considered, certain elemental propulsion principles

are presented--the Newtonian principle of action and
reaction, and the principle of internal nombustion.

Then propellers, regiprocating engines, jet engines,
turboprops, and rodtet engines are taken up in that

order. The section on the rocket motor is.expanded in

this revision, not so much because of its importance
to aviation as to provide an interestipg base of

comparison for abetter understanding of air-breathing

engines.

1, RHASE.IV, T VES Each student'should:

a. Be amiliar with how Newton's Third Law applies

to the production of thrqst by aircraft propulsion

units.

b. Understand the operational cycle and cylinder
arrange'nents of four-stroke reciprocating engines.

c. Know the four parts of one operational cycle of

. a turbojet engine and understand theirTanalogy to

those of a reciprocating engine.'

d. Understand the advantages and'disadvantages of .1

rocket propulsion in aerospace.

2. BEHAVIOPSAL OBJECTIVES
Each student should be able to:

a. Given diagrams of reciprocating and turbojet engines,
identify the two .,common factors'thatopexate to
provide thrust.

C.

Given a -diagram of the four parts of an-operational
cycle of a reciprocating'engine, explain the

operation of eaph cycle.

In thesame,manner, explain the operational cycle

of a turbojet,,engine.
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d. Explain at least two advantages and two disadvantages
ofrocket p opulsion in aerospace.'

3, TEiTBOOK1, LINE:

4,

a. Definition of "propulsioh Unit"--engine plus means
of propulsion

b. Common Propulsion Principles
(1) Newton's third law of motion
(2). Internal combustion

c: Operatidn of propellers
. (11) Blade angle or pitch,

(2)- Subsonic performance limits
d. Reciprocating engines

(1) Principles of operatidh
(a) Four cycles: intake,. compression, ignition,

and exhaust
,(b) Translation into .turning motiop, or torque

(2) Types of reciprocating engine
(a) Radial
(b) .In-line
(c) "'Horizontally-opposed .

(3) Superchargers to increase altitude Capability
. .(davtdath)

e. Jet propulsion units
(1) Basic'principle of operation--same four cycles

(a) /Ramjet - -no compressor, highest speed

[Pulse(b) [Pulse jet=WWII-"buzz'bOmbm
. (44,Tuibojet type& (pith afterl?urner; turbofan)
(a) Powg' -rating by thrust pounds rather thhn hp
Turboprop pl:Opulsion units
Al) Pri cities of operation
(2) Use in aviation

g. Rocket Mptor--the X-1.5
(I) Rocket applications to aviation

(a) JATO
(b)

. ,

(c) X-15' .

(2) , Principles of rocketootbr operation
(a),. Contained oxidizer (no air)
(h Advantages and disadvantages

ORIENTATION

This is the last b,f the phases in this unit dealing with
the bhsics bf aircraft, flight. and aircraft components

-23
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All tudent wiil'knoW-beforehand ssential
.differences'betWeen propel; ven anti jet aircraft:
in mbdern Aviation. Opreinsight.on _how these propulsion

.1.inits funtio,60,agetheir copparative:dvantages and
.
.disalyanta/0 fot different aviation tasks is provided-

,,,,,,,...,-*,liefflis phase. A-fOrmOr brief notation"dhrocket ..
' motors has been expanded in this revision to underscore
..

by 'comparison the functions and,' advantages of air-
-breathing engines in general'. ' .

,

SUGESTEDKEY POINTS: ,.

4 Vv.. .

a. An aircraft unit includes an-elfg-ini--7--------
-- .. together- with'the means of propulsion.

Reciprocating or kurboprop'engive plus
propeller-r.for,exahge; or jet engine

G plus rear-nozzle forvroaucingpactive._

Si

'forces.
.

r

.4 ' ': I

b. , All aircraft propulsidi uriits'haVe two
things in common: -

, . ,

. ,*
4(1) Operation according to Newton's - ,

Third Law - -action eghals.reaction,
. whether the unit, a jet directly III.

...,,,,

hurling a mass of gas rearward I-- ----
creating 'equal fOrWard thrust or------

.

a propeller unit hiirliiigf.SeTambient °

a ' air rearward for the same effect. '%

4

(2) Internal combustion.'- All thrust is
generated by beating and expansion
,of gas inside the engine, dueto
combustion of ft*l andoxygep, whether
inside the cylilider,of'aireciprocating

'engine, or the combustion chahber of
a jet engine,,or a- rocket engine (in,
which case the'oxygeh is carried
internally and not drawn in from
the miteide). 4

c. A propeller is a curved airfoil, acting
in .the airsomewhat like a screw;

(1) Except for' the siinpieet,types,
prope4ers ,ftufction.differently.

.,1-24
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,***,(7-2) pP.16.8-
'199 .

:***.(4.-5) pp *45
***(3-131)'!15,

(3-156) pp' 63-
67, 7:4 ,

0 4

according to the way their
is adjtisted, pitch being a an le
at which the blade attacks the air. '

- - '
2)1 Perfqimance liMits of- pr4-)peller-

driVen aircraft a ined----
the fa the blade tip cannot

-matie at supeksonic -speed,, pence
airspeed must b still lower.

%Theoretical' sped limits are under
. -500 mph.' Altit' de limits 4F3,---a-lso

lower than those of jets. /'
er ,

Ileciprocating engines work 'back and
forthir (Latin, reeiprOcus)--the action'.

. of pigton. in cylinder as it revolves..
.

(1) Most aviation engines ha
going-tevertor strokes:

cycle
four basic

(a) Int' ke--piston pulls. back and
dr s in 'air and fuel vapor.

C mpres;ionpiston pushes'
forward arid squeezes gas-vapor
mixture. gt

(c) 'Power--mixtureris 'ignited and
expands with .force to pusP
piston, back.

(b)'

,

.

Exhaust piston pushes forward
again to clear cylinderof
waste gas. t

(2) Types of reciprocating .engines
. ,- incucle-

(a) Radialodd npmber. 'cif, cylinder*
'arranged in cittle around
.crankshaft. Majbrity of trans-
pc4ts, bombers,.'and other high-.

.Pe.rfOrMance aircraft during
heyday .o.f reciprocating .engine
had this type. Up to 1,800 .
horsepower;

I -'25'
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***(J-:2)
-200-219
.**(J-5)..pp 45-
51

**(.1=-23P) pp
7-27 _2,1'

***(J-131) pp
405-476

*(J,,156)-

911 101-105

(b) In-line: engines were-featured
in ,high -speed fighters 'of WWII
lik4 Mustang and Spitfire. These
engines adapt well to:stream-

. lining..

(c) Horizontally opposed engines are
light and economical - -tye type
favored today since modern
reciprocating engines are best
suited for lighter aviation in
under590 hp class.

(3) Reciprodating engines have a limited
ceiling, which'can be extended by
use of device called a."supercharger"

..(most ficient type is "turbo-super-'
char " which increases air intake.

e. Jet pro ulsion units really have the same
four cycles as reciprocating engines--
intake, CompressiOn, combustion, and
exhaust. The difference is that they
take place in four different parts of
the engine, and the exhaust provides
the main thrusting force.

(l) The ramjet engine is the simplest
because it has no compression
mechanism. It-achieves-air/fuel
compression by scooping in air on
the run; therefore., it cannot be
used on takeoff or launch because
the vehicle must be already moving
by other means before the ramjet
can operate.

(a) Ramjets neverJleless achieve
great speed and efficiendy at
high speed, and high altitude.
Used on Bomarc missile, can
achieve 100,000 feet at mach 3.

ture ramjets or. scramjets
upersonic combustion ramjets)
ght be key to ultrasseed.
ansportation in aerospace.
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(2) The pulse jet'is an historical
curiosity,,the propulsion means
of the German V-1 "buzz bomb" of
World War II. It achieved intake
and compression by alternate opening --

. and closing of a shutter.

(3). The turbojet' engine is the basic
jet engine of today. It achieves
ccmpression.by means of a turbine,
which can be started and runup by
electricity, then turned by the
engine itself once it gets going.
Thrust is purely by hot. exhaust' from
the combustion chamber. Variants are:

(a) .Turbojet 'with afterburner,
providing extra thrust by
injecting and igniting fuel in
exhaust channel behind main \\
combustion chamber. \\

igic-

(b) Turbofan--.preferred today On
most airliners andother heavier
jet aircraft, and some fighters.

. :An additional turbine turns a
powerful ducted fan 'which provide's
thrust from air not going through
combustion. Scaewhat similar in
principle to turboprop, but fan
is enclosed.

(4) Engineers prefer to rate jet engine
power in pounds of thrust rather than
horsepower. This accounts for
Variations in efficiency with speed.
Horsepower equals pounds of thrust
at one speed--375 mph. An F-4c
fighter weighing 58,000 pounds has
a total thrust of 34,004 pounds and
can achieve more than mach 2 speed.
A b.-5A Galaxy hap a power plant
totaling 165,000 pounds of thrust
and, at lower speed, can lift 728,000
pounds.

N



*0-156) pp
106-07

or

Turboprop propulsion units use turbine
engine similar to a jet engine turn a
propeller.;,

(1) Reduction gears around tlaidrive
shgt hold the propeller Ti.p.6 to
subsonic spie.d.

(2) Most of the energy is used up
turning the propeller. Very little
is left for jet propulsion.

(3) .Turboprops are especially efficient
'for cargo aircraft.

g. Rockets can be mentioned in an aviation
***(J-156) context because.of certain applications
pp 54219 (also because points of comparison with

,air - breathing engines' may be instructive) .

(1) Aviation appilvations .include
JATO (jet-assistakeoff) to
shoften takeoff run of conventional
airplanes by providing additional
thrust; the X-24. lifting body for
research into controlledlanding
of spacecraft; 'arid the recently.-
retired X-15 program for varied
scientific research. The rocket -
,powered X-15 reached%hltitude of
67 miles .and a,speea*of 4,543 mph.

(i Rocket motors differ' from jet
engines inthat they 'use no oxygen
from theasurrounding. atmosphere.
This Remits operation in space.
On the other hand, it requires a
great increase in Weight, since
the required weight of oxygen is
much greater than that of the
fuel. Another'disadVantage for
aviation purposes is the rapid
expenditure of propellants 'needed
to achieve rocket thrust., For
the present, 'air-breathing
engines will serves the needs of
aviation best.
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'SUGGESTIONSz:FOR TEACHING ;

a. Suggested time

Number of Academic
Periods perWJ.W--

Recommended Number of Periods
for Each Phase

I Z 3 4 S b

. .

. y 2 x .

. 3

, .

x
.

,

4
. ..

.b. The material in this phase can be covered briefly but
adequately by using the lecture method. This is
introductory material for the subjedt of the AE-II unit,
Propulsion Systems for Aircraft, but in this unit it
sets the stage for consideration of aircraft types.
The very next phase, on general aviation aircraft,
will include reciprocating, turkoprop, and jet types.

c. Simple points that are persistently difficult for
some students should be stressed in discussion. One
is Newton's third law, since many think of jet action
as that of escaping gas "pushing" against outside air.
This is one good reason for, getting ahead of the
story and mentioning rocket engines in space, where
the engine has nothing to push against. A reciprocating
engine, too, operates on the expansiori of a "mass of
gas" moving within a.cylinder against piston walls
and a piston.

d. Any model oriinstructiohal aid available will be
helpful. We suggest the use of all available trans-

, parencies on aircraft, engines and rocket engines.

7, 'IfiSTRUCTIONAL AIDS:

FILMS:

(1) TF 1-5364 An Introduction to Jet Engines,
13 min., Color, 1960.

(2) NASA: HQ 79 Research Project X-15, 27 min.,
1/4 Color, 1966.
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(3) NASA: HQ 175 Flight Without Wings (lifting
body), 1411 min,, Color, 1969.

. .

TRANSPARENCIES:.

(1) T-20 Engine Cylinder Piston.Diagram

(2)

(3),

PROJECTS

a.

T-38 Turbojet and Ramjet-Engines
11

T-39 RoCket Engines.

For a special, project or independent study, a attadent
or a group of students can compare the operation of
a four- stroke reciprocating engine to a partAcular
type of jet propulsion. unit. This can take 1h4 form
of either a- research paper or oral report.

b. See *Things to Do," textbook page 73.

FURTOER READING

a. Taylor, John W. R. (Ed.) Jane's All'the.torldrs Aircraft

(see separate section on engines - -by nationT. McGraw-7

Hill, latest.availableedition:J

b. Check your school and community libraries.

3'
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PHASE V "GENERA.GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT

"General aviation" is a broad category 411 h includes
practically all aviation other than"mili ry or airline
aviation. This chapter is an introduction, then, to
tie world of ciV,ilian.flying and the simpler typesof-
airplanes. General and statisticag, factd about the .

field of general aviation--production, airport availability,
and training requirements--before taking up specific
aircraft types from single-engine two-passenger uP:toc
turboprop and jet corporation planes.

This phase is brief but somewhat expanded in- comparison
with the discussion of general aviation in previous.
editions of this unit. It includesf&Ily general aviation
where the previous Phase V included both general and
commercial aviation.

PHASE V OBJECTIVES,- Each student should:

a. Understand the size anal relationships of the various'
.

.

aspects of, general avidition,
. . . \

,Kho4 the various typesof aircraft used in general
avi!tion in the United States.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES-- Each student qhould'be 004 to;
.

a. 'Construct a table on general aviation, showing such
"items ,as: number of'hircraft'in use; number of
'qualified pilots; number of'available airports
(different'classes); annual aircraft production
and average price. Add to this table your estimates
.for a period 10 years from now.

. Describe at least*Lour examples of general aviatio'
aircraft-showing how they vary in 'size, equipment,
and price.

3, TEXTBOOK OUTLINE

a. Introduction--deffnition of "general aviation"
b. Some Facts, Figures, and Trends--,

(1) Number of pilotlicepses, AOPA members, and
aircraft

I- 31
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I27 ----Aircraft production-and prices
(3) Airport availability

.r-, ' (a) Nupber of airports of different ,sizes,in
U.S.

(b) Relation to convenience of private vs.
4., commecial-airline flying ,

' ) (c) Relation to takeoff and landing performance .

.- Of aircraft of different weights-
(4) Training requirements

(a) For visual.flying
(b) For instrument flying , -

(c) Trend toward instrument flying . ,

Some.Representativq Typei
(1) Single reciprocating- engine airplanes. Examples:

(a). Pipei Cherokee .

(b). Beechcraft Bqnanza. .

)

(2 Twin reciprocating-engine airplanes: Examples:
, ,(a) Cessna Skymaster (0 -2 Air Force version)

b) Piper Turbo-Aztec
(3) Heavier gencial aviation aircraft

(a) Uses: light cargo; "flying conference room"
(b) Reciprocating engine types
(c) Turboprop types. Examples: Beechcraft King

Air 100 '

(d) Jet. Examples: 'Learjet Beechcraft-Hawker
125

outuATIoN

a. tonsideration of aircraft by types picks up from
Phase I. Here the lightest and simplest airplanes
are considered, and study of preceding phases should
prepare the student to'evaluate them in terms. of
performante. This is the only phase in -which
aircraft types are lista with price tags, for ----.

parative purposes, so student will know something '',....

...a.4 t relation to performance. Forekample, instead
'of hinking of the comparative costs of such-and- _

sa h features on an.aircraft, such as twim*engines,
turbosup4rahrgers, and breathing- apparatus, or
pressurization; the student shoUrd consider the
need for reliability (twin engines), the desirability
of a service ceiling of 30,000 feet'(avoiding bad

. :weather), the means of achieving a serviceveiling
,id of 30,000 feet (turbosuperchargers), and the Minimal
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H
need for breathing tanks as well as the comfort
factor in'prespurization. All, these factdrs tie
in with previous phases.'

b. B oad statements'about general aviation provide
ther important. insight of this unitfunction

anc employment rather than mere identification of
different types of aircraft.

5, SUGGESTED

**(J-156). pp
754-66
*0-21 C) pp
245-46

KEY POINTS

a., Gen ral aviation is a term meaning
pra tically all aviation other than
air ne and military aviation: As. a

class of aircraft types, it includes
civil aircraft smaller and lighter
than commercial passenger or cargo, planes.

.

13. General aviation aircraft constitute the
heakry majority of aircraft flown by
libensed pilots'in the United States
(500,000 including students). There are

'about 100,000 generalaviation.aircraft
in the nation, 501000 o which are
classed as 'petsonal." .

(1) Annual production of aircraft rose
from 7,000 in 1960 to over 12,000- .

in 1969..Average price i_ n this
period rose from $19,000 to $47,000
(due to emphasis on businets more
than sport flying, rather than merely
inflation).

.

(2)N, 'There are 10,000 airports available
-td Slight general aviation aircraft
as compared to 'fewer than 50-capable
of taking major airliners.

Na) Vii.4.4a`a-t indicates an-advantage-
for private flying. The slower,
airspeeds-are offset by convenience
of one's-Min-scheduling, direct
routing, and freedom from surface
and air congestion.

(b) The matter of airport availability
is directly related o the
superidr STOL capability of
lighter aircraft.
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(3) .Wodern private flying, however, demands
increasing skill of the pilot.- The
emphasis is on busihess rather than
pleasure flying and this entails a
need for all-weather capability and
a pilot's mastery of instrumentb.

,c. Although general aviation includes many
**(J-21 C) special-purpose aircraft, representative
**(J-13) pp 286- types here are limited to,enclosed-cabin
375 passenger monoplanes-ofvarying weights

and, performance capabilities. Prices as
of 19.70 are qubted for 'a general idea' of
how cdst relates to capacity and performance. .

(1) Single reciprocating engine

(a) ,Piper Cherokee 140, 2-3 pastenger;
150 hp, 142 mph, service ceiling
14,300 ft, useful load 937 pounds,
$10,400.

.

(b) Beechcraft A-36 Bonanza, -285 hp
4-6 passenger, useful load.1,580 .

pounds, cruise 167-195 mph; 16,000
ft,ceiling. -$45,550.

(2') Twin reciprocating engine

(a) Cessna Skymaster (Air Force 0 -2'
observation plane), 2/210 hp
engines, cruise 190 mph, ceiling
19,500, takeoff dve,r 50-foot
obstacle 1,545 feet; useful load
(civ.), 1,745 pounds. $50,000.

(b) ,Piper Turbo-Aztec. 'Twin turbo-
.

supercharge4,253 hp each;,, 6 seats,
lciad24145 pounds, takeoff .;

over 50 feet in 1,250' feet, cruise
at.230 mph, plus, ceiling .30,000
feet. Oxygen tanks, $75,00.'

(c) . -Cessna Golden Eagle and Beechcraft.
,,Duke have similar capabilities but
have pressurized cabins, raising
price to more than $150,090. .
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(3). Heavier general aviation (over' 2,000
pounds useful load; some have separate
,crew compartments).

Reciprocating powered models' .are
best for economy, have good .

takeoff and landing capability.
*

-

(15 Turboprops have,more speed arid
lifting power while retaining -,
good STOL capability. Example is
Beechcraft King.Air 100; 250:mph,
seats up to 15,'preSsuriied cabin,'
$6001000.

-(c) Jets.provi er 500 mph speed.
Eight or mo pa engers, prices
from 4800,000 to over a'million.
Some corporations buy private .

at higher cost. ,*

`UPDATE DATA. (no mention in text)
Cessna Citation ,is an 8-passenger
jet for only 4660000competitively

'priced because limited performance,
400 mph top speed!

d. There are almost 3,000 specimens of.home-
liuilt aircraft' flying in the United States.
An .extremely light single seater with a 40 hp
Volkswagen engine and a speed of .70 mph can
be'built for'$1,000. Four seaters of greater
perfbrmancemay cost in excess of $4,000 to
bald: Time required for the prp runs
*orn60 to 1,0.00r min- hours, Ho e built, or
'6Iub bmilt,glidets and sa s are .also

GaST0148:0 TEg HING.

44g4ested time
, .

.*. J .'...
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Numper, or
Periods,per

. ,

Academic Recommended Dimmer of Periods .

for Each PhaseWeek
. 1 2 3 4 5' 6

.

..

. ,

.4
,... .

b. This phast,Can. be present.ed'irt!alaSiadeguately
the lecture method. The material should be presented
as an introduction to general aviation, to be further
developed in this course in the unit The Aerospace Age
and next' yeas in Civil Aviation and Facilities. The c:
background is still depirable here as an' understanding
of ,the functions of the aircraft types described.

Since available Slides, transparencies; and films give:
little support.to this phase, teacher and students
will have to dig up their own.illustrative'imaterials.
This should be.easy. Current aviation magazines,-both
advertising and editorial matter, abound in..pictures
of the current crop ogeneral aviation aircraft.
BrochUres from manufactUiers are also useful. Flashing
pictures at the class forrapid identification of
general types and features of eircrait should provide'
a lively interlude% (Do 'nit expect the claSs to .

identify ajxcraft.by make and model. Engine recognition,
introducedAn Phase.V,is more to the point.)

d. Both teacher and Students should be.especially alert
to find examples of new aircraft or new modifications
isnce the unit textbbok was published;

e. stddent assignment: read pages

C.

7. INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS:

a. Charts, posters, etci, of
aircraft companies. 'Some
performance charts on,new

1-36
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a. A group of students'can visit a local airport and
report on its role in-general aviation. In a large
metropolitan area there will be airports devoted
entirely to general aviationand'others at which both
general aviation and airlines will share the facilities.
Both types are of interest; although a more elaborate
project would be more appopriate'fbr' the forthcoming
unit,. The Aerospace Age, Wnext'year's unlit, Civil
Aviation and Facilities. "This one should be kept

simple.

b. General aviation as a career field is a good, motiva-
tional topic for a student report. References
accompanying key .points, above,...re helpful.

C. Invite ad experienced-general-avlation charter pilot,
instructor, or businessman-pilot .to speak on the
advantages and prob)ems of flying. There may alsb

be an amateur aircraft builder in your area' worth

hearing from.

FURTHER READING;

a. Taylor, John W. R. '(Ed.) Jane's All the' World's

Aircraft. Mdbraw-Hill, latest available edition.

b. Check,your school and community libraries.

I
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PHASE VI COMMERCIAL AIRLINE AIRCRAFT

This phase takes up aircraft used in commercial aviation.'
Although it begins with a brief section on commercial
cargo aircraft, the emphasis'is on jet passenger liners,
which have taken over the great majority of intercity $s,
well as long distance passenger air traffic.%-greatly
'expanded over the previous treatment of this subjeCt
(formerly included in phase V but now a phase in itself)',
the discussion includes three main types of jet passenger
airplanes, designed for different gments of the
passenger trade.. A conciudihg section discusses the

.-luture*of the supersonic transport and some of its
' problems..

I. PHASE VI OBJECTIVES - Each student should:

a. ,Understand the Service that cargatype aircraft can
offer the civil market.

b. Know the current types of passenger jet aircraft.

c. Know some of the characteristics'of supersonic
transport aircraft.

d. Know some of the problems connected with SST develop-
ment.-

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES Each student should be able to:

a. Explain how aircraft especially designed foi cargo
rather than pgssenger,carrying can serve the civil.
market.

b. last at least three current types of passenger'iet
aircraft and the principal functions of each..

c. Describe the British-French and American Versions
of 'the SST. ,j

d. State at'least two of the problems connected With
SST development.

'TEXTBOOK OUTLINE:

a. Commercial cargo aircraft
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(1) if Sieclilly adapiedl.f.alow Military designs '

..., (2) .*Largetypes for outsize 'cargo ability. . ', '

(3 SMaller.tySes,0th ST OL .fdr point -to -point
. service ..

b.%,tOmmercial Passenger Aircraft , .

(I), :Currently Made by10.companies'
(2)-Standard Large Long-Range

, -{.4 s.Boeing 704
4b),:. Mc-lbonnell Douglas 06-111. .

.

(c) Foreign types (British BAC vc.:14) Comet;Foreign
.

Soviet'I;yushin 11662)
,

(3) Sty a rd MediAlm-to-Short'Range
.(a) Importance in service to smaller communitjes.
(b) Foreign makes: ,Fokker, Hawker,..Sidde4y, Sud,.

i Aviation; bassAult, Tupolev *-

..-,(c);, Douglas ac-9 (c-s.)

,s

4 Boeing,72/v 737, And stretched' 727,
14) .JUMbajets'and Airbuses,:

(a) Loing-yange and short-range service.'
,(b) 'Boeing 747

McDonnellt-Douglas.DC-.10
'Ad) :Lockheed Tri-ktar L-104
( Skld Aviation-DeUtsche Airbus A-300

The, Supersonic Transport OSSTY' Controversy
(1) atatuS ih different 'Countries

j (0'..British7French cahoorde
(b) 5oyiet TU-144 ',

.

(c) Bodiag,SST (projected: specific
cancellation) .

'2) develcipment Problems and4WhieVements
...

(a) ri1itary fighterssupersonic' "dash".
(W 5-58 and' XB.770--toward supertonic cruise

.(3) iPros find. Cons , ''. ,

(al Con arguments: laCk of, real need,-sonid ,.

boom, pollutionution - .',' .

(b) Pro ,argumentsf coMpetitive,advantage;-.
nationalmoralep national aerospace

..-' capability',. -

(4) The Sonic Boom, i-\,,
(a) Factorsiespecially altituile
(.b) Effect of minimum-altitude regulations

.

'ORIENTATION:

a. :With separate phases devoted to general aviation
' and :commerciai,aviation, the civil side of aviation

gets proper emphasis in this revised 'and expanded
unit. Other,units Such' as The Aerospace Age'and

1-39 r
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1x°'

t year's Civil Aviation and Facilitieswill
xpand, upon the' subject. Note, however, that in,
his disbussion weeagain_try to do more .than

et
hsider airplanei' as hardware but point out the

soCial impact of their employment., The lighter
,passenger je#, for examplA4 hal/6 1,rought jet air
!transportation to smaller cities. l'Jumbpjetslin .

:their "airbus ". configuration may help, solve inter-
city.traffid problems'.and also,lower fares on
in and'other,long,distance routes.

.

SUGGESTED KEY POI TS:

Commercial cargo aircraft are lly
no different from military tr
aircraft disddssed in Chapter! 1, or are
adapted from p4ssenger models. Civil
ver ions of militaryairl_iftep such as
C-1 0- ave good cargo-hanedling capability.
,Ci ii ersions of C-141 and C-5 (L -500)
ar a ectAd in future. Outsize cargo
ca ability' of "Guppy" series is .finding
many6ommerci 1,uses Smallev.freighters
of .400d TOL apability Ake= desired for
direcLa live iAs to factories, *es,

oon runt on/Sitesi- -v
r ."

.00 la pa senger;a rcraft'stilk
i lue many rdpgrlert-driveA types,
lit 'here we a ta-1..E. oonWer, ththe pain

of-jet.liaetengerliner.
,

Furrently thewire-10 ..priv4te or
government f.irme in thd,:world that make
theme'lt-Bo4a.h4t. Lockheed; and McDonnell
Douglas Of US;14-5"7-BAC And Hawker.,
iddeldyjn, Ulq.'6--Fokkers of Netherlands)

and 50 Aviation Hof France; ;
0-10 --Ilyushin ,and ,Tupoev of Soviet
Union'. The -Oiree types are:: ,

,
. .

:11) Stindata large,, 16'14-range
A

(a) Boeing 707. (70vzot), tA\r-

.

Fokce,VC-l37), 20. gassengers
in mixed cass, xinwvweiqht
_104000' ,potinds4:. 2,00P-tp"
turbofan power plant, 5013 mph.

. ,

a



1.

1

)

generak_op.mensa.pus_ Ano
capabilities as" 707: -11rtader-

model has movable. -bulkhead
dividing passengerrfreight
compartments..

, , (c) Foreign types include BAC's
VC-10, Comet, somewhat larger
and more powerful than 707;
Soviet's IL -62 is also somewhat
larger.

(2) Standard Medium- to ShOrt.-Range

(a)' Thlf type seating less than
100Vassengers, has seem much
growth, in recent Iyears, opening
up more and more'iairports 'o If/
smaller cities td -jet traff

. .

(b) Foreignsfirnis are heavy co p ti-
/

tors in this Class. include
Fokker Of Nethe4aride'r 2
-Fellowshipt itawker-Sidd 1 y
VridelA; Sud .AViationts Cara
PassAtilt 14erOtiir; Tupbl v T 124.:

;1' (c) models are Mcbonnell-Dlug as
DC-=9, seating 90 to 90, 44#
almaximUm_takeoff__Weight_Of
iorittoo-tctinaa-; .(Ar- uses G.-9
hospitel -plane ,Niersion) ; Boeing
72-7, somewhat larger tri-je:#,
carries 94'in mixed class 1

seating, r34 all coach. A
stretched 727 'really belonsis
in'large class; 737 is a
smaller twin jet.

(3) Jumbojets and Airbuses - -new class
of giants

(a). Boeing_ 747 is_largest commercial,
plane and second-largest and
heaviest plane after C-5 Ga4xy.
It seats over 300 in mixed
clash and up, to 495 all .economy.

1-41
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li
(b) Other,large jumbojet or "airbus"

types ifly.iiyg--or- under- develop-

ment Ore: McDonell-Douglas
DC-10; Lockheed Tri-Star L-1011,
and the E'uropeap Sud Aviation
and Deutsche Ai
All will have
or more pounds

(c) The n&w class
', will provide

portation,va
transoceanic

1

,,, "airbuses" of
1 . oaticltNn a
1 The flatter wi
i cost transoce

also serve on
city-to*city

1 - .1 ]

-c. The.Supersoni 4r 'nspo
is matter of h t c ntro

it

imes.* 'the :U %,ve sign

cancelled, bu th Bri
and.the-Sovie Tupolev-
operational setts. .

bus A-300.
ngineS,of 40,000
of thrust- each.

,t

f giant airoraft.
t o types of trans-

roomy, luxurious
iners,' and as
large',passenger
1-economy class.
1 prOide !low-
nic flying.and
short high-denSity
uns.

1

(SST) has been
rsy in recent
y Boeing is
ish- French Concqrde
144 . re nearing

r . ./!"\

! 1,

*Update note: Texpbook footnote on -p. ldr
notes Congregsionaft'rejection of SS
funding.#4MarAil SinCe then, fate

'of SST was. virtual y sealed'when Bo in
officials themselves demurred another'
effort by friendly congres!men to relive

_, the project, stating that cost of /

reestablishing the project after candella-
. tion would far exceed. the amount offered.

(1) Foreign versions of SST are smaller
and slower (I passe gers, mach 2).
than Boein as reed.

(2) ,Plhns for Boeing. SST were: length
280 ftomincppan, 142 ft.; capacity

. 350 pasSengers; cruise at mach 2.7
(1800 mph).' Four engines of 67,000 '

1-42
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poUnds eachyouldradd ups to most
powerful -engineeand greatest
total power plant in aviation
history.

'(3) .Supersonic deveiOpment in pait
has been all military

(a) 'litany supersonic planes
ave been light and have been
hort7range "supersonic dash"
capability (long-range cruise,
if at all, is subsonic).

1

(b) B-58 flew. oceans supersonically
with refusling,. XB-70 had
supersonic Bruise bunt, despite
500,000 pound maximum takeoff
weight;*lacked payload capacity.

(4) .Thr e pres ents- -Kennedy, Johnson,
and Nixon, ave backed the SST,
but have ha to light.opposition
all the way

(a) Axigume tS against it include
uesti m of need for this /
uXdry in terms of general

economy, as indicated by lack
ind4stry's ability to foot

tho bill itself; sonic boom,
ObIlution, airport noise, and
other atmospheric disturbances.

(bf Pr6 arguments are that ,SST
will lead coMpetition on hais
of 'Passenger prefeience
regardless of "need;" foreign
SSTS will profit if we don't;
nation's leadership in aerospace
technology will suffer from lack
of support.

(5) Question ofesonic boom deserves
special attention. Regulations t

forcing SSTs to fly at high altitude
would probably allelliate problem,

1-43
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-but question of economy_and.
convenience of requiring SST4 to
hold to subsonic Speed.before
reaching required altitude'is still
unsettled. There is also question

. of engine noise at airports. Is it
wor e than that of present-day
sub orlic jumbojets?

-
.
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b, his phase lends itsdl well to the lecturp-4iscussiOn
technique. ' Indeed, it has more beat fqr discussion-
than other phases becat it deals with controversial ,

topics. A clatisroom.d. ate is a'natural for the SST-,
-topic.- Note above, behayoral objective-b, _There are
other controversial topic suggested by topics in this
phase. The textbook does,not explore these, but the
instructorneed'not feel 4quamish about bringing'them

,up or at least letting st4dents bring thein.up. Teacher
should, of course, mainta# his own objectivityamadet

.students explore the pro'Swand con's of issues concern-
ing commercial'aviation.' Fhe alert teacher can _serve'
as referee and should be capable of bringing the
discussion back-tp.thelacts\if it strays too far'from,
them. Aside from the SST,' sdch issues include the
financial troubles sUrrounding the I0Ockheed L-lail and
its Rolls Royce engines, and the problems of declining
passenger traffic ,in the face of ndw airbus dvelopment.

c. Students can present written or. oral repores.oheither
airline or aircraft companies., -.The press is full of
-details on new aevelopirtentb in the field. Brodhures *

and other literature can be' obtained through' public -
relations or advertising divisions of companies,- .

1-44
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d$ Student assignment,/ read pp. 9-1473.

.7. INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS: I

a. Maps, charts, posters, etc:, of relevan information
from airline -companies and aircraft indus ies.

PROJECTS:

a. Another group airport visit (see Projects,' Phase V)
can be made, this time with emphasis on commercial
aviation and facilities.

b. Invite a representative of commercial aviation to
speak On the'relative merits of jet passenger
aircraft of different types.

FURTHER READING: .

a. taylor, John! W. R. (Ed.) Jane's All the World's
Aircraft. McGraw- Hill,, latest available edition.-

b. check your school and community li+raries.

1

1 1,, :

, s

'
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PHASE,YJI AIR FOR(L AIRCRAFT

This,phase acquaints e student with the variety of

-tasks ,which. aircraft pe orm in the Air Force, and

some, of the design featur which adapt aircraft to

these tasks. Some of these ircraft have been mentioned

in previous phases. Here.the mphasis is on function in
termsof commands and their mis ions. A section is
devoted to each Of five Air Force commands which, are

principal aircraft users, and describes the particular

aircraft it uses.,

PHASE VII OBJECTIVES - Each student should:

a. Know the Air Force commends that, are the principal

users of aircraft.
I

. Know the relationship 1iietween the design of principal*

Air Force aircraft types and the missions of they,

commands which employ them.

c. U serstand the categories and deSignation codes of

military aircraft.
'

BEHAVIOR L OBJECTIVES - Each student s could be able to:
I

I.

a. Name e-least four Air Fore ommehds that are

p incipal users of military itcraft.

b. ,6utlih the mission of et least three Air Force,

commen s that are principal users of military aircraft.
1

c. ,explain ,the letter and number. designations of at least

five-Air Force aircraft.

.TEXTBOOK OUTLINE:

a. Functional character of Ai. Force aviation.

(1) "Systems" rather than "aircraft 4
(2) Adapted to missions o five primary. using.

commands
b. ATC Trainers

(1) ndergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) program

(a) Primary Cessna T-41 (propeller)
(b) Basic jet Cessna r -37 (subsonic)

(c) AdVanced jet Northrop T-38 (Supersonic)
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c. Tactical Warrior's
_

(1) Theater-nature of tactical warfare

(2) MiSsions of tactical airpower

(a). Counterair 1

Interdiction
lc) Close. stipiport

(d)-\Reconnaissance and:Observation

(e) Airlift
d.. Supersonic fighter and reconnaissance Aircraft

of "fighter"--air-to-iir capability

and supersonic speed

(2) Fighter types: F-100, F-105, F -4, F-111, F-15

(3) Reconnaissance airplanes adapted from fighter

(RF-4)
(4) Subsonic attack: observation, special

(a) Subsonic jets: "A-7D, A1,37, ER-66, B-57 ArX

(b) Propeller-driven: A-1E, AC-47, AC -130,

AC-119,' 0-1, 05-2,--U-1.0, OV-10

e. , ADC Inter,eptor and:Warning aircraft
(1) Mission of ADC .

,.(2) Fighter interceptors
(a) Typesthe V-106, iF-12

(b) Fighter operations (value .of manned inter-

ceptor).

(3). Early Warning And AWACS _

(a)- C-111-Warning Star and operations

,- (b). WACS concept and operations
f. The SAC Glo al Fleet

-0A:' -Bomber -)
(a) .t 52--
(b)' FB1.11
(a) B-. cohcept and operations

(2) Other SA aircraft-
(a) -'SR-71 reconnaissance
(b) KC435, tanker and'command post

g. MAC Technical Specialists
. (1) Hospital shipsC-141 and C-9

(2) 'ARRS,aircraft '

(a) ;Helicopters FM-73 and .HE -53

(b). ..Rimad-wing--HO-97, U-16, HC-130

(3) Photomapping--RC-130
(4) Weather--WB-57 WC-135; WC-130

h. Designator codes'! (box on p. 139).
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ORIENTATION:

a. This phase is tied directly to the first phase Of
this unit, which deals with military air transport.
It also.is related to parts of anotker unit, The
Aerospace Age. -In next.year's curriculum, the unit
Military Aerospace will provide more detailed coverage
of the employment of aircraft in.war, which is intro-
duced in this phase.. The theme reiterated throughout
this unit is especially stressed in this phase--that
aircraft design follows aircraft function, and alrdraft
function follows.command mission.

re

5. SUGGESTED KEY POINTS: -.
.

.

.

.

,

.

The most advanced aviation technology'
is in the field of military aviation.
Each aircraft is designed for its
mission in.every respect; -hence the
term."system" is preferred to "aircraft"
to describe the-aircraft and',all its
w6apons and controls. Virtually all
types are found in the aircraft systems
used by five principal using Air Force
commands.

.

a.
**(J-156) pp 739-

43 .

**(J-25) pp 97-124
*(J-24) pp 319-46
*(J-76) pp L87-309,
***(J-21 C)

b

C

The Air Training Command (Are) 'is he
principal user of training aircraft.

(1) In the Undergraduate Pilot Training
Program (UPT), three aircraft are
used.

(a) Only 30 hours are spent behind
a propeller-in a simple

.

. Cessna 1-.41.

(b) The Cessna. T -37 is- a light
.- twin jet with a speed of 350

mph; the trainee has 90 hours
in this aircraft.

(c) The Northrop T-38'provides 120
hours of UPT. It can reach
55,000. feet or a speed of
850 mph (mach 1.2)'.*

1-48
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p.) Navigation training ib provided
in-the T -29, a'propeller-driven

,

transport fitted with multiple sets .

of navigation instrument's.

c. The Tactical Air°Command (TAO., along
with ove±seas commands, uses a wide

.

-variety of aircraft for limited warfare
in a geographic zone_of,action called
a"theatek.

(1) The five missions bf tactical
airpower are: .

(a) 'Counterair--including both:,
air defense'and efforts to

,

destroy enemx.airpower on the
ground.',

(b) rnterdic "tion-f-deep strikes
'behind enemy lines to cut off
supply 'and communication lines
to,the,baitlefield,

. ,)614- counterair and interdiction
' Aissioris call.for:sup0Sonics.,

...,fightetilWbi.146"tarqets'are' e
well defended and enemy .

% may be encounteted.

(c) 4 C4ose support--bAbkinCup'the
firepower of ground fortes At
iequest of latter.,,,Both.fighier
end subsonic attack aircraft,
inq'lucling Arhy helicopters,''used.
A

(d) Reconnaissance and Obaervation. .

Deep missions. behind enemy line's
require fighter-type OF) air-.
craft,... Visual observation .rand
direction'of close-support and
'ground fire done from, light
.airplanes like Q-2 by,Porward
Air Controller (ribc).

\.

(e) Airlift--aiready die ussed in
"Phase I. Mission sha ed with
Army helicopters. Go STDL
capability preferred..

1-,49
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J -156) pp 496 -509 (2) Supersonic aircraft are used .as
fighters, and-reFonhaissance ships:
A ",fighter" is defined as an air-

.
craft.with.air7to-,air capability,
even though it may be used mainly
against ground targets. .

,

(a) Fighter-types include F-100
Supersabre ('mach' 1) sometimes
'used as Super FAC'planei F-105
Thunderchief,'-up,to 6' tons:
Ordnance, mach 2.25.:' F-4
Phantom II, armament 7 tons,
math 2.5, ceiling above 66,000
feeti F-111 with swing wings,
largest:and heaviest-=a11-
weather avionics;. ,F -5 Freedom
righter (used by; allies) yodeled
after. T,,38 trainer; F-15
projeted air-to-air fightpr,
mach 2.5, high maneuverability.

,-(b)..RecOnnaissance planes for deep

,
missions must carry heavy load
of equipMent, fly unarmed.
Fighter flight capabilities

.

.4

4

`,717, :* 'e

(3) Sgbsonib attack, ,Observation and
Special aircraft include: ,

.

. . le Subsonic -jets--L11.7*A7D Corsair
. II, heavy armament, advanced

avionics for low-level flight;
A-37 based on;.T-37.trainer,
cancarry Over 5,000=pounds of
weapons; aging bombe'rsenow used
44* special missions, like EB-66

RE-51. Anew attack
irplae'',;the

4,

os
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turbofan engines, is planned.

Propeller-driven at:tack -and .

,special aircraft have many uses,
especially in theater like:SE
Asia. A-1 Skytaider,has advntage
of great maneuverability.. ti'

Converted cargo-attack planes .

have huge weapon payloads but
need backup.of fighters for

o i
*
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perforMing their_ role. The include
4-47, AC-199, AC-130--4l armed with'
fast-firing miniguns or Vulcan cannons
Light observation and Utility craft
include 0-1 Birddog, 0-2 Skymaster, \,

Helio U-10 COurier (excellent STOW-,
0V-10 :is advanced turboprop.STOL type.

,d. The Aerospace Defense Command uses aircraft
for the mission of defense of United States
against manned bombers.

(1) Fighter interceptors aretlIke tactica).
fighters but designed primarily for
air-to-air. combat. The F-106 has
high speed ..(mach 2),,special armament,

-..:-. L4 and close grbund-contr l'avionics..,

1
., (i)- TheF4-15, , \

.,-'

.(tI) One possible improvement t is
P-146X.

(ci Arioiherlibssibility is WI-12A,
a mach 3 high altitude aircraft
which could operatebindependently
of ground control.

(2)._Barly_marning, andLairborne command-
and-,control 'systems are also useful
in air'defense.

(a) BC:421'provides early warning
-surveillance.

I - (b) Airborne warning and control
system (AWACS), will provide

^ W surveillance plus co nd:-and-

.

control to take the pl ce of
present-day 'ground-base o

systems. .

t

.

.

. .

- e. SAC maintains a fleet of manned aircraft
to deter aggressioh by meahs of their

, ,

global range. , .t. \

.
. -

V '

S.

52

.. \
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)3- Huge -sub-ionic jets like-B-52 leve-
great payload and flexibility, lout
more modern bombers are needed,.

(a) FB-111--lemploys the. swing-4Fing .

has supersonic, ,

ash capability but a payload
smaller than ti1.52.

(b ) The proposed' B-.1 would combine.
B-52 payloacl`With 'supersonic
capability. It, will also have
swing wings.,

(2 Othei. SAC air-draft include' SR-71. -

,based on YE'712A,'",iong range supersonic
recannaissandeaircraft. Boeing
';Iteq'S5',;tafike'r*-06*Vet:, not only. SAC

but other, commands,. Other C -135 '

. versions, include RC -13 and EC-.135.. for radar recdnnaisSance.fand flying,
'command posts.

.

MAQ airlifters,were4liscussed in Phase I,
but MAC alsOjlies 'literibus special aircraft
worthy of mention:

(14) Airlift fleet includes 'air vac
hospital' ships Cr141s for trans-

, -4 oceanic -airlift and-spepia ly designed
converted DC-9 airliners (a -Phase'

VI) , the C-9;, for domestic evap.'

ARRS uses' or trains men, `4 of: ,

(a) Helicopters "like HH-3 Hit-753
'(se, Phase VIII).

a

(b) Piked wing like U-16 Albatross...
flying boat, HC-97 and HCT-130.:,

(3) Al.s,o photQma 'ng, RC-130; and
weather -service I 57., WC-135

WC -130.

g. A letter and numerical code can be' used'
to identify all aircraft used in the
armed services (text p. 138).,

5c3
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SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

a. Suggested time

Nu er o Aca e c
Periods perWek---.

i

.ftcommende
0(

.. for.
.N

Each
er.o

Phase
Periods

''.

1 ' 2 - -3' . 4 5 6

,

.

.

.

.

x ...- ,

. _ 3
.

.

X"

...

-

.

. :
x

a

.

.

Since this .phase .Ireati,Y-expanded over P aseIVI'

, .

. . . .

46f 'priiitiouit,eaPs .greater classrobmtime
allotment- is called for. However, the instructor.
should avoid the temptationoto overdo it. There'
will be more penetration"Of the roles and missions
of commands in next year's Military Aerospace Unit.
Here treat this subject Aomori' deeply than necessary
to explain differ0AceS44 aircraft design. For
exampleare'ceKtain_design 'features desired in
"F"-or' "fighter" planes and others in "A" or "attack"
planes? For another,example, note behavioral.objective

4 .

c above. 'More,-can be learned from a specific
comparison between the F-106 And the r-4--two super-
.ionic fighters' adapted to the missions of different

-.comm4ndS-than.frot a more general discussion of the
roles.of'the two'comminds.

cture-and-discussion method 4ecommended. Audio-
isual resources are particularly rich for-*lis
ase,(as:*mpard to polierty for other phases).
to especially slides,, which. be flashed,on
reen whilempking a classroom "game",of aircraft
cognition. _

S udents 'ught'to'master
'fo desig,ating milita
be' used -to reinforce t

6. The
'airc

the letter-and-4 tuber code
ircraft. A c/1. et.lould

section.

review-milliary 'a4rliftinstructor` may want t
aft as'disc sed in P ase,I.

giude t eesignment,t. reed peges 1.0-141.

1-53
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PH SE VIII - RO ARY WPC STOL. AND VIOL'AIRCRAFT.
,

.Wi increasing problems of land cos ss geographic
lo ation, 4nd s ace requirements for landings and
it eoff6, both ilitary and civil av ati§n circles
ar becoming i reaSOgly interested in development
'of aircraft wi vert.ical and/or sho t takeoff and
1 ding.capabi ty,. This phase take a 4istorical
approach to ',1?oblem, discussing he evolution of
,au giro and o ,ntional helicopter to modern
ad ced helic ter concepts. Current e erimentation
has led to th development of airplanes ith STOL and
VTO capability. 10fie fighter VSTOL ,type' is already
operational; er aircraft are still in;the experimental
state, having experlenced both successes and failures.
As,with the SST, we striVe for an honest and objective
appraisal of. the problem and'its possible solutions.

p ASE VIII OBJECTIVES = Each studentsshoUld:

'a. Know'the general development and performance'
7a7acteriZtics of rotary -wing aircraft.

4 .

iDnderstand the meaning of VTOL and OL and,know
the Air ?orce standards-regarding STOL rformance.

C. Know some of the special features of VTOL and STOL
irfaraft.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES 7 Each student should be able to:

a. Trace the development of a particular helicopter
. and describe its performance

1

b. Define VTOL and STOL in offiial Air Forc terms/

9; 'identify at least two VTOL or STOL aircraft and
diseusi a,special feature of their design and
functiol.

3. TEXTBOOK, OUfLI:NECL/

a, ProbleinOf land areas needed for conventional
takeOffs and landings.
(1) Civil
(2) Military

'b. Rdfary-Wing Aircraft.
(1) The autogiro

4
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(a Preceded the helicopter ts
(b Unpowered wit*illing xotot i

. (2) Helicopter Characterisj$ics .

(a) Principles ciflpovieredrotOr for VTOL
4
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1

4, ORIENTATION:
1

This, is the final phase of helunit.Aircraft of Today.
It takes its departure from the subject by dealing with
current problems and future so/utions by means of new
advances aircraft design Academically speaking,
this is,,a1 o an "advanced" .opic. The student is,not
prepared for it without study of the preceding phases.
Not only does this phase tie in, with preceding phases
on.airgrafetypes, but a review of basic prihciples of ,

aircraft construCtion and:Otinciples of.flight is also
necessary to understand how these same principles work
in des* of STOL/VSTOL aircraftand also how they
create Ostacles and problemi which designers and
flyers Must overcome. The student, now ready to address
hiMself lito other units in the curriculum, may not be an
expert op modern aircraft, but those he sees flying about
him will make sense to him, and discUssions of aircraft
and aviation in current printed and broadcast media can
be understood with the intelligende of an informed
citizen.

SUGGESTED KEY POINTS:

**(J-2) pp
382-405
***(J-14)
pp 11, 12,
13, 26, 80,.
97, 135, 215,
270, 381,
394-5

**(J-21 C)

a. A serious and growing problep for modern
aviation, either civil'or military, is the
excessive amounts of land areas needed for
takeoffs and landings. Both remote areas
and congested urban areas have this same
problem in different forms.

b. Rotary wing aircraft are one answer to
this problem, but there is a need far
aircraft that can coMbine the helicopter's
VTOL ability with high petformance.

.

(1) Predecessor of the modern pelicopter
was the autOgiro, developed in the
1920s. It 4chieyed near-VTOL capability
by means of.a free-windmilling rotor.

(2) Helicopters, developed bince World War
II, use rotors, both for lift and
propulsion, using a swimming or
"flapping" motion of rotors. Their,
limitations are as follows:

1-57
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. 4

(a) post, more'expensive than
airplanes of comparable size.

(b) I mostly under 150 niph,
but certain advanced models now
exceed'200.

(c) 1Payload--heavier models' compare
fto lighter transports--9 to 11
,tons.

(4) Range--dsual radius 100 miles
or less but rescue helicopters
like Jolly Green Giant and
Super Jolly oen achieVe 575
or more.

(3) Advanded helipopter designs and
concepts include:

(a) Compound helicopter, notably
.tine AH-51 Cheyenne, recently
eoesidered, but not adopted`by
the, Army. Compound helicopter.
includes-conventional rotor
plus forward thrust. Cheyenne
has rigid" rotor plus horizontal
control rotor..

(b) Hybripthelicgpters change rotor
,position or design for more
efficient forward flight. Examples
are German type with stowable
rotorlpropropor in which rotor

4 converts to forward-thrusting
propeller; delta-wing rotor in4

which triangular rotor stops to,
become delta wing.

0,

c. Short takeoff and landing (STOL) is a**(J-21 C) relitiVe term. Air Force defines it as5

4'

ability to clear'50 foot obstacle 1500

'a light airplane by requires advanced
feet frdm start run - -easy for

technology for.heavierior faster aircraft.

(1) Despite the fact that, compared to
VTOL, STOL performance is inadequate
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for some purposes especially military),
STOL is of great a antage in many
military and civi situations.

I

(a), Short fields d ST01,port sites
can be fodnd i many areas.

(b) STOL airpl= es an be built more
' cheaply and wit less sacrifice .

of perform cethan most VTOL '

aircraft, in the present state
of the art.

(2) 'Certain design f atures provi e STOL
capability, but here are att ndant,

problems:

(a) Wings of high aspect rat Of
extra airfoil areas, slo $,
flaps, and fences are fo rid in
airframe STOL designs. ecipro-
cating engines or turbop of
engines of high thruit-to-weight
ratio are effective.

(b) Deflected slipstream, channel
wing, and other devices, increase
Bernoulli effect at slow landing
and takeoff speeds, but too slow
landing and takeoff speea-sare
a stall hazard and regulations
demand minimum speeds.

(c) On the ontrary, there are fast
STOL t doff methods, employing
'auxiliary rockets or jet engines..
The Navymethod of using catapults
and arrestinggear on carriers' is

used on dry land by equipped
landing fields called SATS, by
Marines. 4

(3) Representative STOL types include
both propeller models and a Soviet
jet-lift.fighter design.

(a) Notable examples of propelle
driven types are the DeHaviland
series used in US armed forces:

1-59
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*(J -21 C)
*(J -2) p. 40

*

U-1 Otter, a light transport;v
C-71Caribou, reciprocating,
mediumlight; C-8 Buffalo, heavier
turboprdp; Breguet 941 (also in
America 188 version) 56-passenger
turbopr p with deflected slipstream.

11't
(b) Certain Soviet fig1ters have down-

ward-aimed jets to ,provide STOL
assist, permit supdfsonic
performance.

The most advanced aircraft are fixed-wing
aircraft which also have VTOL bapability
'(u3ually both'VTOL and STOL or VStOL
capability).

(1) Turboprop-VkOL designs inclnde:

(a') X-19 (central engine,. tilting
propeller nacellep)

(b) X-22 (tilting engine-propeller
units in ducts, fixed wings)

(c) XC-142 and Canadian Dynayert,-
wings ,and propulsion units tilt
together. XC-142 experimental
project scratched because of
instability but performed many
successful.flights.

(2) Jet VSTOL designs include:

(al West German. VJ-101C, with vertically-
pivoting engines, supersonic speed.

(b) Ryan XV-5A, with flat lift fans
in wings, operated by jet exhaust.

(c) Lockheed XV-4 Hummingbird project,
with six jet engines, using a
variety of lift principles.

(d) XV-6A Kestrel, now ,a British'
operational fighter, the P.1127
Harrier, with swiveling-nozzle
Pegasus engines, capable of lift
or thrust.
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15, SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:

a. Suggested time
4

Numberof Academic Recommended NuMber of Periods

Periods per Week for Each Phase
'1 2 3 4

2

3

;4

x

5 6

x

x

b. The lecture-discussion method seems to be about then

beOt way to accomplish the objectives;

c. After the instructor has given the, basic information

to the students, there are several ways to get good

student disclission and participation.' One way is to

have students prepare, before class, a list of jobs

that the helicopter could perform. During class in

discussion a master list could be made and put on the

blackboard. This type of discussion is sometimes

called "brainstorming" and should result in many more

ideas than the students originally had on their papers,,

as ideas usually will generate new ideas.

d. Areas of the phase can be assigned to individual .

students or small groups of students for oral reporting.
Helidopter, STOL airplanes, and VTOL or VSTOL airplanes

are three such areas.

e. A guest lecturer with competence in one of the subject

areas of this phase should }fie Of great interest.
Expertise in advanced gp/i/VTOL concepts may be hard

to find in your locality, but there may be,a civil'
Air Force, or,, Army helicopter' pilot o'r crewman available.

Perhaps an Airr Porce,phlot qualified in the C-7 Caribou

or OM710 Brodco may be available. He can provide sdMe

insights into flying of STRV=capable.aircraft.

7, INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS:

a. FILMS.:
;

(1) TF-l-3677 The St4ry:of the Helicopter, 21 min.,

ell, 1944.
,,

to

,

,

Iy61
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1

(21 TF-1-5181

(3) TF 6279

Helicopter OrientationIntroduction
to Rotary Wing Flight, 27 min:, B &W,
1952.

C-79 Operations, 20 min., Color, 1969.

(4) - TF 6262 Air Force Helicopter UH-1 Tactical
/ Operations, 20 ran., Color, ;1970.

SLIDES

(1) From Aeries 17. (US Army Weapons):. 1Z-22, 17-23,
17-24,-17v-25, 17-26, 17-27., 17 -29 (A/imy
helicopters or STOL airplanes).

(2) From series 21 (adVanced manned systems.): 21-15,
21-16, 21-17'(XC-142), 21-18 (0V-10A)

(3) From series 22f USAF Aircraft. 22 -8 (UH-1F
helicopter), '22 -9, JC-7A,Caribou) 22- 34- -22 -37
.(various -USAF helicopters) 22-54 (U-10 Courier).

8. PROJECTS:

Develop 16cal projects based on your students' interests.

9. FURRIER READING:

a. .Federal Aviation Agendy. The. Helicopter and Other
'VSTOL Aircraft, Growth to Date and Forecasted Grilowth.

b. Taylor, John W. R. (Ed.) Jane's All the World's
Aircraft. McGraw-Hill, latestavailable edition.

c. Air Force Magazine, latest almanac issue. Also
consult index for relevant articles in other issues.

I,
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a. USAF

r

FILMS FOR AIRCRAFT OF TODAY

g. 155* .1. FR' 764

p. 497 2. SFP 1768
p. 497 3. SFP 1797

506 4: Ti 6'350

,

impact of the C-5A on-riogisticat
,22 minutes; BM 1967.--Galaxy, 28 minutes, Color,11.969.
The .indispensables: KC-135 Air
Refueling,'24 minutes, Color, 1970.
C-47 Armed Transport, 20 minutes,

Color, 1970t,.

b. LOCKHEED- GEORGIA COMPANY
, 7

1.. C -5 Galaxy Status Report, 10 minutes, 1969.

4,

This iilm shows some of the main ev trs in the production

and-flight.te5ting o the C-5. --44,,,,f,

2, *Thirty Minutes'to Go, 171/2 minutes, 196,8.

This film descri es the quick turnaround of the Lockheed

I
500 (L-500)., off-loading and reloading. : % ' . .

3. Cast a GiantIShaddw, 24 minutes, Color, 1968, 41

'

This film Piesents a detailed look 4t the C-5 transport.

It, shows its basic mission and corollary applications with a

brief account of the manufacturing process and dramatic view

of its first flight. .

.
.

.

_ .

.

4. Command Performance, 141/2 minutes,.Color 1965.
.

.

;This film was designed to-Introduce the C-141 to the

military 'forces .,and general public.. 'The' .main features of this

plane are illUstraied-and explained.

. .

5. On Ded5.0Ith Hercules, Of minutes, Color, 1964.
...-

This film is .a
uses of the. ;t
in-flight refueling'of
and take-offs%pn board

'documentation of the United States' Navy
includes the Ski-130 in Antarctica,
jet'` fighters; Navy tests qf landings
an aircraft carrier.

* 'his is the' page number in AFM 95-2, vol 1, dated 11 March
1970,. including changes 1-4 on which the narrative for the '

film can be 'found.'

-a

I- 6 2 et,
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-de Starlifter» A Biography, 20 minutes,,C44or, hot

dated

This film shows the development, testing and production

of the C -141 accenting program management, test simulators and

assembly of the first plane.'-

. 7. Starliftery
l

A
/

New DiMension in Airlift, 11 Minutes,

tColor, 1964.
-,,-----

1

,

This film presents ,.. documentation of airlift dapabili-

,
ties of the C-141 and broad global togitics roledt- will play

for the 'USAF' around the world:---, ..,

, ..

8. Starlifter: Patterned ft r Performance, 12 minuteslr

Color,. 1965.

This film shows the testing aria development program

for the C-141 to meet military specifications and';civil air

regulations as well.

9. Talk About SpeedPlus,' 13 minutes,. Color, 1965.

It is a Sales film which points up_the effectiveness
of the C-440 as a multipurpose support aircraft. After

,emphasizing the necessity for speed--jet speedother factors
such as versatility, safety, reliability, and economy are

examined. ),

2: PHASE II:

a. "USAF

p. 191 FTA 501 ?Basic Aircraft COntrol, 7 minutes, B1W, 1961.

*McDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION

Control- is.a Greek NaMed Alpha, 20 minutes, Color, 1866.

This film presents McDonnell Test Pilot Mr'. Jack Krings, who

discusses angle of attack from the pilot's point of view.

It presents a simplified explanation of angle of attack and
its effect on control.

-I-63
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'FAA

FAA 703 -Haw Airplanes Flyi 18 minutes.

.What makes an airplane get off the grodnd and'stay aloft?
easy7to-understand film which combines animation and live

sequences to explain basic aerodynamics for general aviation
pilais and 4igh school science, students alike. Forces of
lift, weight, thrust, and drag are shown in relation to flight.

,d. SHELL FILM LIBRARY

1. Appraaching the Speed 'of Sound,,27h Minutes, Color,
-1958. ,

This film provides an introduction to high speed
flight. It clearly describes and explains how sound ravels
,through air and why the speed of sound 'affects high steed
laircraft. Special photographic techniques give striking
/views of shock waveabuilding,up.

2. Beyond the Speed of Sound, 19 minutes, Color,
not dated.

This filW discuss
and shows how problems of
through advanced design t
vertical take-off and mov
that includes: "Approach
"Transonic Flight."'

the behavior of supersonic:airfliow
Supersonic flight are being overcome
chniques and innovations such as
ble wings. it is, part of a setkie
ng the Speed of Sound," and

3. Transonic Flight, 20 minutes, Colpr, 1959.

This film gives an analysis of technical problems in
the( transonic range--those speeds at which. airflow around a
-p1ane is part subsoriic and part supersonic. It shows how
designers have solved the problems and made transonic flight
smooth and safe.

3, PHASE

USAF'

p.455 a., TF 5688 RF-4C Familiarization, 14 minutes,
Color, 1566.
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/261 b. SFV 1590, The F -117:, 15 Minutes, Color, 1966.
.1 162 c. FR'982 B-52 Flaps Up Landing, 10 minutes,

.,Color, 1968.

4, PHASE IV:

a. USAF

\

\

.

p. 327 TF 1-5304 An Introduction to Jet Engines, 13 minutes,
Color., 1960. n 1

1
u

, , b. MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION 0:
. ,

\ 4Toward the Unexplored,,26 minutes, Color, 1967.
/

The thrilling performand of the United States Navi's Blge
Angel Flight Demonstrati n Team is included, along,with
highlights of the endles practice and preparation that
precede i he appearance of the B],ues at airports across the
country.

Res arch Projec X-15.,, 27 minutes,,Color, 1906.

5. PHASE

a. USAF. None.

b. Fik4/

' 1. FA-612 Path to Safety, 2Lm'nutes, Color, 1967.

MOre accidents are caused by humln error than by any
other factor. -Cliff Robertson stars in is film as a flight
instructor briefing a class of student p lo on dramatic
incidents occurring as a result of misju ?giant.

2. FA-807 Plane Sense, 20 minutes, Color, 1968.

The buyer beware, ,warns this film--especially first-
time purchasers of used aircraft. The movie offers, safety
hints to the prospective pilot and airplane owner, outlines
his responsibilities in maintaining the aircraft, and shows
him how to keep abreast of pertinent FAA regulations concerning
the operation and maintenance of his plane.
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c. LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY

Wingsat Work, 28,minutes, Color, 1965.

4
Tells the story of one of thejiost inspiring chapters of

American business--the story of business,axiation, from its

birth shortly after the Wright-brothers' historic flight',

through a cow-paSture ird baling-wire infancy to the achieve-

ments of today's ptlfstreams,' Sabreliners, Lear- ets and

`Jet Siprs. 1
.1

, . I
ONTANA AERONAUTICS COMMISSION -. U1

. Montana and Its.Aircraft, 28 minutes, Color, 968.
.

.

.

This is a lively presenta on of aviation in Mon anal

jirpor s, from the large all carri r stops with thei t ndeous,

ets,4,.to the.,'small peaceful backwo ds,reCreational.stri s, are

covered showing that a man may fly quickly to an part of the"'

nation or spend a few days fishing n'some,ren4 area. I:

'(Montana Aeronautics Commission)

2. ,Montana 'and the -Sky, 18 flutes 'Color, 1953.

'It is about the people of.Mon ana and shows how

these. people make use of-the airplane. It depicts the-

aitplane as an important and frequently used trop in the

developthent Of a modern fronti r. :
(Montana Aeronautics

e. -PIPE
: -

AIRCRAFT CORPORAT\ ON

1. Don't Tell My 'Wife, 1g mintes'k,f Color, 1965.

.., Tells the story o'f a man anddhiS wife who are both

learnin4 to fly without the knowle4ge o the other. The

Piper Cherokee.235 and Cherokee,Si* are used for the flights

and. the' film includes scenery, of mid-s ate New York.

'.(Piper Aircraft-Corporation)
I

2. 'Flight of the Bluebird II,!26-14nuies, Color,

1968. ....

It tells the story of a flight into adventure that

any competent pi?.ot can make in today's modern aircraft.

It is a story of the progress in gen al aviation that makes/

it posSible for average people: to ex erience the wonders of

travel. .(Piper Aircraft Corporation,
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.

. -the Sky is Yours, 26'

ows the types of peopl
fly r b sines or for pleasure

'
and t ha e a more interesting

. 'the ily, , the equipment they use-

exp n-ive,r inexpensiVe--fiom two;
air r fts to business jetsl that ar

exp n ive 'than some eirlinprs.

minutes,- Col4r, 1960.

rom all walks of life who
o' go farther, to seV more,

'It 'ahso shows.the planes
new, '0 d . large, small,
lace trainers and .utility
e larger, .faSter, 'and joore

6.

747
e3,401

cons

P ASE IV

bSAF.1i NOne.

TU. AOBING COMPANY

°

1. New Dimensions, 13:minutes, Color, not dated.

This filM shows the first flight:of the huge Boeing

t airliner. Flashbacks to the early prograif stages

in how the fa4ilities and the.firSt airframes were,

rupted almost i,multaneously.

2. You and Me and the SST, 4i/.211 minutes, Color, .hot

dated. .

, .

This .film tells (31-the finqnCi,al impact of the United

St:a -s Supersonic \Transport, especially Ike effect on balance

of ayments. National benefits' of ,tf1-44 program are explored,

and effects bf the Russian and Anglo-Fre'nclA saT Airci.aft are

;not d. The .first flight films of the lioeing 74,7 "and the

Con' orde SST., are included. (The availability of this fipi;

imited; also, this film can be obtained from FAA.) .4,4' c.

.; FAA *
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1. A Plane is Born; 27 minutes, Color, 1968. *
. -

Describes how FAA works with manufacturers in the'

ign, manufacture, and certification of new aircraft.

tured are wind tunnel experiments, manufacturing processes
'test' flights of the Douglas DC-9 .and the Boeing 727.

) 40,

2. FAC-133, You and Me -and the SST, 13 minutes,

Color, 1969. .

10.
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This codntryrs first commercial supersonic transport

. (the SST), will be the largest and fastest commercial airplane
flaying during the next two decades. This film, produced by

111' Being Company and narrated by the noted commentator

'Bob Considinel explains what the SST,ise how it is being

ev loped through a government/industry partnership, how

he overnment's investment will be repaid, the poteptial

ark t and its effect on the balance of payments, and how

he S T will contribute to America's economic, social, and

ethnological prosperity. The film also includes interesting,

ilm clips of the European and Russian versions of the SST.

3. FA-811, Sohic Boom and You, 10 minutes, Color,

1969.

A sonic boom occurs when the speed of an aircraft

exceeds the speed of sounds ThiS film was produced as Tart

of FAA's supersonic transport developmqnt program to describe

the phenomenon of sonic boom and its

7, PHASE VII:

a.

p:'146

USAF

1.

p. 150 2.

p. 161 , 3.

p. 491 4:

p. 491 5.

p. 232 6.

p. 239 7.

p. 243 8.,

PR 564 Hq SAC Commander-in- Chief: General John

D. Ryan, 4 minutes, B&W, 1964.

FR 643 Air Power"in Action4 ThecUnited States
Air Force in Vietnam, 13 minutes, Qolor, 1966.

FR 881 SAC in the Western Pacific, 10 minutes,

Color, 1967.

FR 908 Strategic'Air'Commana SeMiannual Report:

August 1968-January 1969, 22,minutes, Color, 1969.

FR 909 'Strategic Air Command Semiannual Report:

January 1969-January 1970, 20 minutes, Color,

1970.

SFP 1049 Skywatch, 28' minutes, Color, 1960.

SFP TAC on Target, 14 minutes, Color, 1962.

SFP 1243 Strategy For Peace, 28 minutes, B&W, .

1965.
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p. 251 y9. SFP 1390 Assignment TAC, 3z minutes', Color, 1965.

p. 261 10: SFP 157 Tactical Air Power, 20 minutes, Color,,
1967.

p. 496 11. SFP 1697
1969.

p. 500 .12: SFP .2062

p". 193 13. FTA 567

The B-52: Vietnam, 38 minutes, Color ,

/

Lifeline', 24 minutes, Color, 1969.

Interdiction, 111/2 minutes, B& 1961.

p. 502 14. TF 6122 Tactical Air Employment, 24 m nutes,
COlor, 1969.

'b. GENERAL DYNAMICS

The Versatile F-111, 10 minutes, Color, 1969.

This is an -up-to-date report on the F-111, the worl
first operational variable-sweep-wing airplane, whi h
now in production in several versions for'the United States
Air Force.and the Royal Australian Air Force.

c. LOCKHEEb GEORGIA COMPANY

Lifeline, 25 minutes, Color, 1968.

This is a broad portrayal Of the USAF Aerospace Rescue and
RecOvery Service'9 role around the world and the part played
by the HC-130H Hercules.

d. McDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION

The F-4, 141/2 minutes, Color, 1966. :,;alfo,

4

. It shoAp Phantom II aircrews as they perform a typical mission
of the Navy, Marines, and Air Force. Operational units' rof
the three services` are featured and full sound effects are
.employed to give the impre'ssion of actual presence at the
scene. (McDonnell Douglas Corporation)

e. SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT

No Man Expendable, 111/2 minutes, Color, not dated.
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It tells the story of the Aerospace Rescue, and Recovery
Service of the United States Air Force, from Cape.Kennedy
to Vietnam. It features the Sikorsky/US Air Fo ce HH-3E

Jolly preen*Giant helicopter. Sikorsky,Aircraf or

Association Films, Inc.

8, PHASE VIII:

p.

a.

165

USAF

1. FR 1010 Combat and Support Activitie SEA-May
1968 - C-7A-Operations in South Vietn 9 minut4es,

Color, 1968.

p. 278 2. TF1-3677 The Story of the Helicopter 21 minute

B&W, 1944. I

p. 282 TF1-4129 The Sikorsky Helicopter, 25 minutes,
B&W, 1944.

p: 309' 4. TF1-5052 Shipboard Helicopter Operations -
Landings and Take-Offs at Sea, 71/2 minutes, Color,

1954%

p. 315 5. TF1-5181, Helicopter Orientation - Introduction
to Rotary Wing Flight, 27 minutes, B&W, 1952.

p..324 6. TF1-5333 Helicopter Rescue Operations, 34 minutes
COlor, 1959.

p. 504 7. TF 6262 Air Force Helicopter UH-1 Tactical
'Operations, 20 minutes, Color, 1970.

p. 504 8. TF 6279 C-7A operations, 20 minutes, Color, 1969.

p. 251 9. SFP 1385 Toward the, Unexplored, 26 minutes,
Color,1967.

.%

b. FAA

FA-709 A Place to Land, 20 minutes, Collor, 1968.

It demonstrates the ability of V/STOL aircraft and helicopters'
to provide air access and logistic support to a metropolitan
center-city area.in time of emergency. It contains scenes of
aircraft taking off and landing oh streets, docks, and parks,
demonstrating the unique characteristics of helicopters and

the V/STOL aircraft. (FAA)
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c. NASA

Hig 168 Flight to Tomorrow, 28 minutes, Color, 1967.

Illustrates various types of research on future aircraft
by comparison with present day jet flight. It includes
supersonic and hypersonic planes, vertical take off mod-
landing craft, stability of light aircraft, jet noise
reduction- and advances in aircraft safety.

4d. SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT

1. Big, Tough and Fast, 7 minutes, Col r, not dated.

Shows thefwork-horse helicopter perfor ng some of
the missions in Vietnam, and des ibes the grue ing stateside
teqs that t1ie,aircraft went thro, gh to prove i self prior to
its introduction to combat..

2. , Copters in Combat, 121/2 minutes, Color, not dated.

It shows the Army Sikorsky H-37 and H-34 helicopters
in field exercises of the 4th Transportation Company at Fort
Henning, Georgia. The helicopters, which do not have to use
roads and are not restricted by such surface obstacles as
rivers, swamps, and ridges, reach the battle objectives in
minutes rather than in hours.

'

3. No Runway Needed, 12 minutes, Color, not dated.'

It shows how helicopters are operated in scheduled
airline service -o er the crowded city streets and over the

,Joadless wastes o rozen Greenland. The film describes
'these operations an tells how the helicopter is helping
to ,solve transporta on problems Of differing types.

4. Flying Crane in Vietnam, 7 minutes, Color, not dated.

This film compiled from combat footage, shows the
Flying Cranes in action'airlifting bulldozers, roe& graders,
artillery pieces, fuel cells, and supplies. The big coptere
are also shown recovering other helicopters and airplanes
whiph have been downed by mechanical trouble or enemy action.



5. Skycrane and Coaktinership, 7 minutes, Color,
not dated..

Shows that Skycrane helicopters could shuttle cargo

from containership anchored offshore direct to its destination,
or to a central distribution point; Containerized loads up
to ten tons cal be airlifted by these helicopters.

%

6. Skycrane, 26 minutes, Color, not dated.

It presents the Sikorsky S-64 Skycrane, the giant

new aerial tool for industry. It shows it in action in the
heavy - construction, petroleum, transmission tower, and
shipping indust4es in the United States and South America.

It also scans future size and missions of the Skycrane
with forecasts by Igor I. Sikorsky.

7. Versatility Unlimited, 16 minutes, Color, not
dated.

It presents the Sikorsky S-61 helicopter, one of the

most advanced of the turbine-powered helicopters.,. It shows
its performance in military and commercial applications,
which were filmed at Cape Kennedy, Gulf of Mexico, German
Alps, Atlantic Ocean, New York World's Fair, San Francisco,
and Great Britain.
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